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Police make
second arrest in
fake ID bust
BY JOE CARRETTA

A second arrest has been made in
the recent case involving two Fairfield
students who were creating and distributing fake New York licenses,
according to published reports.
Michaela Kehoe '09 of Cleveland
Heights, OH, surrendered to police
after being informed there was a
warrant for her arrest, according to a
Connecticut Post article.
Kehoe was charged with firstdegree forgery, conspiracy to commit
first-degree forgery and tampering
with evidence.
She was released on a $1,000
bond, the article said.
Kehoe did not respond to multiple
e-mails from The Mirror.
The first arrest in the case was
that of Taras Kulynych '09, who was
charged with conspiracy to commit
first-degree forgery, made on Jan. 28.

:ntia_

primaries will be
held on Feb. 20
Debate:
') p.m.
Photo Illustration by Katie McCarthy

Campaign craze: On Monday night, candidates officially announced their bid for the FUSA presidency, and campaigning commenced
Tuesday. See story on p. 3.

Students stop snickering after police raid bar
BY JESS MITCHELL

Nine Fairfield students and one Sacred
Heart student were arrested for using fake
identification at the Snickering Squirrel Saloon, a popular Bridgeport bar.
The underage students were charged with
third-degree forgery and criminal impersonation after police confiscated 10 fake driver
licenses, which were from Delaware, Virginia,
Pennsylvania and Puerto Rico, according to
an article in the Connecticut Post.
The Fairfield students, who are from
New York, New Jersey or Massachusetts, are
subject to disciplinary action.
Their arrests violate the off-campus code
of conduct and the University's policy on false
identification.
The students arrested during the bar sting

last Wednesday raised the
total number of college
students in the area arrested for using fake identification to 22 in a span
of four days, Sgt. Paul
Grech, head of the Police
Department's Neighborhood Enforcement Team,
told the Connecticut Post
last Thursday.
Dean of Students
Thomas Pellegrino addressed the arrests of eight
freshmen and one sophomore from Fairfield UniJon Ollwerther/The Mirror
versity in a campus-wide Squirrel scattering: The popular local bar, the Snickering
Squirrel Saloon, which is frequented by Fairfield and Sacred
SEE "RAID" ON P. 5
Heart students, was raided by police last Wednesday.

Pegging The Princeton Review
BY RACHEL BREAN

One year ago, Carly Jurman' 11 was deciding which college to attend. Jurman, like many
others, began her college application process
with a Princeton Review guidebook. Quotes in
the review such as, "lots of class discussions"
and "an extremely social school" attracted her
to Fairfield.
Each year, thousands of students, similar
to Jurman, and their parents use guidebooks
such as The Princeton Review in the college
application process. Annually, The Princeton
Review has thousands of college students com-

plete surveys about the schools they attend.
These comments, on both academic and
social life at the schools, potentially appear in
the "Students Say" profiles on PrincetonReview.com and in The Princeton Review college
guidebooks. The survey is currently available
on Fairfield's Students 411 Web site.
The publication's influence may sway
initial opinions about schools among prospective students and their parents, but there is no
way to determine how accurately the surveys
represent the schools.
The rankings in the 2008 edition are based
on surveys of 120,000 students (about 325 per

campus) at the 366 schools included in the
book (not at all the schools in the nation). The
surveys were completed during the 2006-2007
year and the previous two school years, according to The Princeton Review.
James Shanahan, professor and chair of
the communication department at Fairfield,
said that if The Princeton Review's survey was
a scientific poll, it would include information
such as whether the respondents were selfselected or randomly selected, the respondents'
demographic and academic performance, as
SEE "COLLEGE" ON P.
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Double trouble: Michaela Kehoe '09
and Taras Kulynych '09 were both
arrested for creating and distributing
fake IDs on the Fairfield campus.
He was released on bond pending
arraignment in Bridgeport Superior
Court.
Kehoe was the occupant of a
room in Dolan Hall where officers
began investigating the distribution
of fraudulent identifications.
Public Safety was tipped off to
Kehoe's room after a smoke alarm was
triggered by a candle left burning in
the room in December 2007.
After arriving on the scene, Public
Safety officers discovered a laminator,
spray adhesive, a license cutter and six
fake New York state driver licenses.
Associate Director of Public
Safety Frank Ficko declined to answer
specific questions on the case, citing
matters of confidentiality while the
case is pending.
"[The] Department of Public
Safety acknowledges false identification issues," said Ficko. "The guiding policy is the one set forth in the
handbook, [that says]'... the creation,
manufacturing and/or distribution of
false identification, whether or not for
profit, is strictly prohibited and would
be subject for dismissal.'"
Despite the recent crackdown on
false identifications, many students
said they still do not think the problem
will ever be curbed.
"I don't have one [fake ID] but a
lot of my friends do," said Kelly Griffin '11. "Even if kids get caught, they
SEE "JUNIOR" ON P.
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Professors on primaries:
Fairfield faculty weigh in on the presidential election
Ryscavage, S.J., director of the Center for
Faith and Public Life; Donald Greenberg,
When Fairfield students can take time out professor of politics; and Jocelyn Boryczka,
of their busy schedule to sit down and watch assistant professor of politics and director of
or read the news, they hear many different the peace and justice studies program.
perspectives about the election, but only
Ryscavage, who is currently writing a
from news commentators or
book about religion in politics, discussed the Church's
journalists.
position through the elecIn a series of forums and
tion process.
discussions that were held
"The Church does not
last week concerning Super
support any particular poTuesday, the University's
litical party," he said. "You
own faculty and staff spoke
can be a Catholic Republiabout the involvement of
can. You can be a Catholic
faith and female political
Democrat. And there is a
pundits in the presidential
sort of sense in the Church
election before the Super
that tries to prevent too
Tuesday results were remuch confusion [with]
vealed.
politics and religion."
Renee White, professor
Speaking of the
of sociology and anthropolWHITE
involvement of the Pope
ogy and co-director of the
and other clergy members
black studies program, who
in the election, Ryscavwas asked to speak at last
Tuesday's Women's Forum, said she acknowl- age said that, because of the many moral
edges the need for the discussion of issues at issues that enter the political sphere, the
this crucial time in the election process.
Church ultimately gets involved one way or
"At this time, there are so many perspec- another.
tives on the election concerning all different
"The Church not only has the right, but
disciplines: faith, religion and politics. It's the responsibility and competence to jump
just the right time to talk about them," she into the political arena," he said.
Gale Bellas, professor of English, asked
said.
Paul Lakeland, professor of religious her class to attend the lecture for her U.S.
studies and chair of the Center for Catholic diversity in literature class.
Studies, planned Monday's discussion to
"Aside from talking about different
make the community aware of the Church's cultural groups in our class, we also focus
continued involvement in politics. Lakeland on different religious beliefs and how they
explained that the Center for Catholic Studies coexist in a multi-cultural society," she said.
program periodically likes to hold discussions "Since this is such a religiously charged electo show involvement with other academic tion, with the candidates' religions coming
areas of interest; in this case, the election.
to the forefront, I wanted to share that with
Monday's lecture on religious issues and the class."
Similarly, at the women's forum held
the election featured panelists Fr. Richard
BY LILY NORTON

on Tuesday, five female Fairfield professors
discussed Super Tuesday, the remaining candidates, and their expectations and hopes for
the presidential election.
The event was primarily organized
by Susan Birge, director and assistant vice
president of student resources, who invited
all members of the community to attend.
Panelists included Boryczka; Nancy
Dallavalle, associate professor of religious
studies; Jane Leathermen, professor of politics; Sharlene McEvoy, professor of business
law; and White.
Opening the discussion was Dallavalle,
who said she is happy with the diverse group
of candidates running for the presidency.
"Not only do we have a woman running
for president, we have an African-American
running for president. There's a way in which
we immediately talk about ourselves as being
deeply diverse and having many different
things that we've accomplished," she said.
"I'm glad we don't just have an AfricanAmerican, a minority, or just have a woman
running against a slave of all white men; I
think that really helps," she added.
During the discussion, White posed the
question for the 100-person group of mostly
women in the audience: "Will we vote by our
hearts, our minds or simply strategically?"
White said that she and the other panelists were asked to speak because of their
different approaches to the candidates and
their campaigns, and this shows women's
important roles in voting for candidates.
"This is an opportunity for the women's
forum to highlight the perspectives of women
faculty on campus. The goal is to get representation from different disciplines and
hopefully to get different points of view on
the questions that are all over this election because the election is so historically significant
in terms of race and gender," White said.

Laying it all on the table:
Faith and politics come together over breakfast
that allowed for parochial students to ride
public buses and permit the 10 Commandments
to stay on public property.
Somehow, in the 48 years between the
While never condemning these prac1960 and 2008 elections, religion has gone
from something that needed to be defended tices, he showed how the political landscape
has changed since
to being a part of
the early days of
every candidate's
our nation, explainvery being.
ing how the counTwo days aftry switched from
ter the Connecticut
being one in which
primary on Feb. 7, a
three-person panel
it was necessary
spoke at Fairfield
for the public good
regarding the growto uphold a sepaing role that religion
ration, to one in
plays in the political
which candidates
realm.
are almost expectFr. Brian Schoed to be forthright
field-Bodt and Fr.
about their reliRichard Ryscavage,
gious beliefs.
limp/
SchofieldS.J. spoke, along
Bodt and Ryscavwith Connecticut Keeping the faith: Jim Smith, Editor of the
age gave different
Post editor James Connecticut Post, spoke about the larger role
faith plays in politics.
viewpoints than
Smith, to a room of
Smith's argument
approximately 70
non-students in the Dolan School of Busi- that it was impossible to completely separate
the political from the religious.
ness dining room.
Instead, they focused on informing the
Schofield-Bodt and Ryscavage focused
their speeches on rectifying some of the audience on what beliefs their religions truly
negative stereotypes surrounding their uphold, and how that molded political and
particular religions, while Smith, the self- moral beliefs.
described "token heathen," gave a brief
Schofield-Bodt, a Methodist pastor for 30
history of the diminishing separation of years, spoke at length on the values and beliefs
church and state.
of the Methodist church and how it can, and
Smith started his speech with Thomas should, be translated into political belief.
Jefferson's battle for religious tolerance in
He ended his speech asking the audiVirginia in the years following the Revolu- ence if Methodists even knew what their
tionary War, and followed the separation of church actually represents anymore, and left
religion and government through hearings the audience with a saying from the ancient
BY BILL KLUMP

The

NEWS

Greeks: "Know thyself."
Ryscavage stressed that there should
be a separation between Catholic priests
and bishops, and the political process, but
that it was a different story entirely for lay
people.
"The Church has no responsibility to
enter the political arena," he said, "unless a
political issue becomes a moral issue based
on the core reflections of Catholic social
teachings."
He argued that most of the core teachings are not simply theological but can be
arrived at through deep reflection by anyone.
This is why these are beliefs that Catholics
want to share.
Even the audience got in on the conversation, as round table discussions based on the
speeches immediately followed. With many
of the audience
members coming
in groups from
various churches,
the conversation
was lively.
"[Faith] is a
part of who people
are," Ginny Stevenson of Golden
Hill United Methodist Church said.
"You end up being
Bill Klump/The Mirror
a piece of cloth
Voicing values: Rev.
with threads going
Richard Ryscavage
in different direcbelieves in a separation
tions, but your faith
between Catholic clergy
and experience beand politics, but not
come
hard to sepanecessarily between lay
rate
as
you grow."
believers and politics.

Mirror

IN THE KNOW
News briefs
BY KERI HARRISON

FAIRFIELD
Fairfield University updates
its media center
Fairfield's Media Center recently received an upgrade with three
Hitachi SK-3020P HDTV Studio/
EFP Cameras added to the Center,
which is located in Fairfield Prep's
Xavier Hall. The cameras now allow
Fairfield to become a multi-standard,
broadcast-quality, native 16:9 HDTV
production capability, as well as being able to be packed up and record
from other locations, such as the
sports fields and auditoriums.
"New Media students at Fairfield
have an extraordinary opportunity to be working hands-on with
broadcast-quality HDTV equipment
from Hitachi," Fr. Jim Mayzik, S.J.,
director of the Media Center and the
new media academic program, said
in a press release. "Few schools of
Fairfield's caliber offer students access to such technology, beginning
in freshman year."

POLITICS
Democratic presidential debate
scheduled for next week
Democratic presidential hopefuls Illinois Sen. Barack Obama
and New York Sen. Hillary Clinton
have agreed to participate in a Texas debate next'week. The debate is
scheduled for Feb. 21 at 8 p.m. at
the University of Texas in Austin.
The debate will air on CNN.

NATIONAL
Charges filed against six
involved in 9/11
The Pentagon announced on
Monday that the U.S. is filing charges
against six Guantanamo detainees
involved with the Sept. 11 attacks.
Brig. Gen. Thomas Hartmann of
the Air Force announced at a news
briefing that the charges will include
conspiracy and murder in violation of
the law of the war, attacking civilian
targets, terrorism and support of terrorism, according to The New York
Times.
One of the six accused is Khalid
Shaikh Mohammed, who has publicly
claimed that he was the mastermind
behind the attacks.
Prosecutors in the case are seeking the death penalty because the
crime committed was on such a large
scale. According to the Times, each
of the six accused will be granted the
same rights as American military officers who are accused of crimes.
la;

i i

The largest art robbery
in Switzerland
Four masterworks were stolen
from a Zurich museum during the
weekend in what some are calling the
largest art theft in Europe.
The famed paintings were taken from the Biihrle Foundation, one
of the largest privately owned collections of French impressionists,
The New York Times said. The paintings, including works by van Gogh
and Monet, together were worth an
estimated $163 million.
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A Friday night date
with FUERT
BY JOE CARRETTA

For the average Fairfield
student, Friday nights consist
of partying with friends, occasionally making bad decisions and trying to remember
it all the next morning
This past Friday, however, I spent my night in the
confines of the Public Safety
office with two dedicated
members of the Fairfield
University EMS Rescue
Team [FUERT] anxiously
waiting to respond to the first
call for assistance.
Beginning Nov. 9, the
FUERT team has been responding to x2241 calls
made by students, Resident
Assistants and Area Coordinators on Tuesday, Friday
and Saturday nights.
The FUERT team has
two members who respond
to calls, along with one Public Safety officer who meets
the FUERT representatives
at the scene.
"It's great to have them,"
said Susan Allen, registered
nurse at the Health Center.
"I think students feel more
comfortable dealing with
their peers as opposed to only
a Public Safety officer."
I accompanied captain
and safety officer Pete Malfa
'10, and officer-in-training
Chris Lacerenza '11 Friday
night as they fulfilled their

duties as the first respondents to calls in the quad.
"I like to help people,"
said Lacerenza. "I don't
enjoy dealing with students

MALFA

when they get sick, but other
than that, I love being on
duty."
Despite it being a calm
Friday night, the team has
had nights that required them
to respond to more than three
calls.
Gary Nelson, director of
the Health Center, said that
the reason many incidents
have not occurred recently
is the time of the year.
"The first few weeks of
the fall semester and the last
few weeks of the spring semester are the most troublesome," he said.
"The team will be more
busy once the weather gets
warmer and kids feel that the
end of the semester is near,"
according to Nelson.
Each night the team is
on duty, either two or three

members of the FUERT team
remain on call from 7 p.m-2
a.m. The downtime is spent
in the Public Safety training
room, sipping bottomless
mugs of coffee and going
over signals and procedures
that are essential while in the
line of duty.
"I think this is a fine
program that is doing a
lot for the University,"
said Public Safety Officer
Lee Zwally, advisor to the
FUERT team.
"I think the program has
been a success and has been
far better than expected. I
hope the program can continue moving in the direction
it is headed."
"I think this FUERT
first response program is a

LACERENZA

great idea," said Lt. Diana
Westcott '10. "I think it coincides with the University's
idea of cura personalis, and
brings volunteer work, education and experience for its
members into one activity."

FEBRUARY

Four candidates announce official
bid for FUSA presidency
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

ceptance of diversity.
"I think that the biggest issue facing
With less than 12 days until the FUSA FUSA is the gap between the students and the
elections, the field is chosen, the candidates administration," Seiser added. "I think Hutch
are off campaigning and many Fairfield rep- [Williams '08] based most of his administraresentatives could not be happier to have a tion on school spirit. I would go to programcrowded field.
ming with diversity issues ... to create an open
and respectful community."
Seiser began petitioning on
Feb. 8, the deadline for FUSA
president and vice president candidates to file. He received the
necessary signatures by 4 p.m.
He said, "I feel that the other
candidates are qualified and smart,
but I am the most qualified."
Thibodeau said he is pleased
with the crowded field because it
will generate more excitement.
He said the crowded ballot shows
increased interest in FUSA.
Emily Dragone '09 and JorTom Cleary/The Mirror
Leader of the Stags: From left, Senate hopeful
dan Hummel '10 will be seeking
Kelly Young '10 shows support next to running mates
the post of FUSA vice president.
Jordan Hummel '10 and Spencer Thibodeau '10 at his Hummel will run on Thibodeau's
rally in Loyola Hall.
ticket, while Dragone will run
alone. Hummel is currently servSteve Liguori '09, Jackie Mylroie '09, ing as vice president of the 2010 class council
Jeffrey Seiser '10 and Spencer Thibodeau under Seiser.
'10, have filed and completed the applica"I think that Jordan and I have a good
tions, sources close to the candidates said. In relationship," said Seiser, who has endorsed
receiving the 50 required signatures, they have Dragone for the position. "I didn't want the
secured their place for the Feb. 20 primary race to affect the relationship."
election.
Thibodeau said that former contender
A debate is scheduled for Feb. 19 at 5 Michael Fischetti '10 and IRHA Vice Presip.m. in the lower level of the BCC
dent Michael Stahl '10 are endorsing him in
"I have a vision where the students' inter- the race.
ests come first," said Seiser. He said that his
Candidates attended a posting meeting
initiatives include a more organized FUSA, on Feb. 11 where the rules of campaigning
restoring the Web site and increasing an ac- were announced.
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Connecticut college students
pay high price for illegal downloads
for illegal downloading and expects that
network users understand and observe all
Imagine going to your campus mailbox, copyright laws and licensing restrictions as
hoping there might be a card with a check in stated in the school's Acceptable Use Policy
it from your grandmother. Instead, you find in the student handbook, according to Pelan official-looking letter, demanding that you legrino and Don Adams, assistant vice presipay $6,000 for all of those songs you ille- dent for Computing and Network Services,
gally downloaded
in a letter to the students
for your iPod.
they co-authored.
This is a realOther students
ity for 5,000 stusaid the risk is just not
dents nationwide.
worth it.
The Recording
"I download muIndustry Associasic on iTunes. I would
tion of America
rather pay the $1 for
[RIAA] is once
a song than a $3000
again after colfine," said Laura Delege students. It
Francesco '08.
has sent letters to
Just because
100 students from
Fairfield students were
Photo Illustration by Katie McCarthy
not targeted in this round
Connecticut colof
letters, this does not
leges alone, insisting they pay between $3,000 and $6,000 mean that it is not possible in the future.
for illegally shared music or movies.
Fairfield students did receive letters
Most of the students targeted are from when the RIAA initiated the process of
the University of Connecticut. The letters targeting college "Students in the spring of
require students to pay the fine within 20 2007.
days or they will be sued by the RIAA.
Last year, 15 unlucky Fairfield stuAs for Fairfield students, no claims dents were targeted for sharing copyrighted
have been made yet, according to Dean of music.
Students Thomas Pellegrino.
Any student who receives a letter is
This does not mean that Fairfield stu- individually responsible for responding to
dents are not finding ways to illegally down- the letter and settling the claim with RIAA
load music, even with the RIAA threatening directly.
"We are not party to claims made by
major fines.
"When I download music, I don't share the RIAA against individual users," said
any of it so I can't get in trouble," said Mi- Pellegrino. "We have encouraged students
chael Jude '10. "I just keep it for my own and student organizations to learn more
about this area for their own benefit, and be
personal use."
Fairfield does not monitor its network advocates for themselves."
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College rankings potentially vague
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

well as the overall response
rate.
Neither The Princeton
Review nor Fairfield provides information on how
many students, on average,
fill out the surveys as well as
demographic and academic
breakdowns.
According to Jennifer Adams, student survey
manager at The Princeton
Review, they "don't report
school-specific survey response numbers or demographic data about our respondents."
Nancy Habetz, director of media relations at
Fairfield said: "We have
no information on which
students responded. We
have no reason to think they
would be, representative of
the [student] body or they
wouldn't."
The Princeton Review

is clear about its methodology for surveying students,
which is stated on the Web
site.
"Our survey is qualitative and anecdotal rather
than quantitative. In order
to guard against producing
a write-up that's off the mark
for any particular college, we
send our administrative contact at each school a copy of
the profile we intend to publish with ample opportunity
to respond with corrections,
comments, and/or outright
objections," it says.
Since the survey is
qualitative, there is no way
to determine whether the
student interviews are truly
representative of a college.
"It seems as if they are
trying to protect themselves
by saying that the survey
is 'anecdotal,' yet they do
report numerical rankings
for various qualities," said
Shanahan.

The

NEWS

Kurt Schlichting, professor and chair of sociology
and anthropology, said, "This
could reflect the comment of
one student the writer encountered on one random
day at one random location
on campus."
Schlichting said that
Fairfield and the other universities cited in the Review
are caught in a dilemma:
being included among the
"best" schools is advantageous, but the school is open
to the editors' decisions to
include any provocative
comments.
"The guidebooks serve
as a 'screening' mechanism.
However, when the final decision to attend is made, the
guidebooks have less importance," said Schlichting.
Fairfield's admissions
officers recommend that
prospective students use
the admissions publications
and University Web site for

information about Fairfield,
and can choose to gather
information from any of the
guidebooks that are in the
market.
Well into second semester at Fairfield, Jurman
said she now has an accurate
idea of the student body on
campus.
Now that she is aware
how the survey is conducted,
she said, "I think I would
have been a little more careful about trusting the Review
so much in my decisionmaking process, but I still
think that the Review says
a lot right on the nose about
the school."
"What I read in the
Princeton Review books
was really accurate. Everything about the curriculum is
true, especially what they say
about having well-rounded
students, as well as small
class sizes that are big on
discussion," she added.

ImDortant University Announcements
Seniors (2008)

Check your Stag web
account for an
important e-mail!

Fairfield wants your feedback!
. Your online Senior Survey (NSSE) is now available
Here's your opportunity to help us assess your college expereince!
Need to complete prior to Graduation ticket pick-up on April 22nd

Ignatian (Loyola)
Fairfield wants your feedback!
Here's your opportunity to tell us about your Fairfield expereince
Complete National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) by March 30th
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Spring Assessment Survey Sign-up: Register before Spring Break!
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Go to www.falrfieldmirror.com to place your ad for as low as $10!
MIRROR
The Advertising Director of The Mirror is seeking
undergraduate students to grow and service the
Mirror's advertising clientele. Responsibilities
include site visits and phone correspondence
for ad sales. Work on your own schedule. Paid
position, commission of sales. Access to car
a must. Contact Rob Fitzgerald, Advertising
Director at rob.fitz@gmail.com
PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for more
information at mirrorphoto@gmail.com
WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for people to write on a weekly basis. E-mail
Assistant Managing Editor Christina Stoddard if
interested at stoddard.christina@gmail.com
SPRING BREAK TRAVEL
** #1 Spring Break Web site! 4 & 7 night trips.
Low prices guaranteed. Group discounts for 8+.
Book 20+ people, get 3 free trips! Campus reps
needed. www.StudentCity.com or 800-293-1445.
Spring Break 2008! Sell trips, earn cash, and
go free! Call for group discounts. Best deals
guarunteed! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. 800-648-4849.
www.STStravel.com

Spring Break '08. Lowest Prices: Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco. Free Meals & Drinks. Book by
Nov. 1. Hiring Reps, Free Travel & Cash. Exciting
new destinations. Costa Rica, Europe, Punta
Cana www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800-426-7710
FOR RENT
FOR RENT 2008-2009 ACADEMIC YEAR
FURNISHED BEACH HOUSE
LANTERN POINT
3 BEDROOMS FOR 4 STUDENTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (203)261-6336
Fairfield Beach Cottage for Rent
The Deck, directly on wide canal, avail 9/08 - 5/09.
Ideal for three. 203-856-9676.
JOBS
Harry's Wine and Liquor Market
Part-time Cashiers and Stock people
Open 8am-8pm Mon-Thurs
And 8am-9pm Fri-Sat
Hours to match your class schedule, (Morning
and summer availability a plus).
Call Saul 259-4692
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CORRECTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
In the Feb. 7 issue, it was reported that five Fairfield
students were arrested and that sophomore Michael
Ignagni was charged with possession of marijuana.
However, only four Fairfield students were arrested and
Ignagni is a junior.

The Mirror strives to report accurately in all its stories.
If you encounter any errors, please contact Editor in
Chief Stephanie Lauto at (203) 256-6529.
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By the
numbers

Raid results in 10 students arrested for fake IDs
-•>•-«••••---•«

CONTINUED FROM P.
e-mail earlier this week. The
e-mail said that the underage
patronage of local bars is, above
all, a "safety concern" for the
University.
"Many of the off-campus
bars that serve underage students are not safe places. Students are vulnerable, and that
comes not simply from the fact
that they are physically compromised as a result of drinking, but
that they are doing so in strange
places and in the company of
strangers.
"We have made progress in
engaging students in a dialogue

1

on these issues, but more can
be done. Arrests are certainly problematic, but nothing
should worry us more than
having students placed in situations in which their health
and safety are compromised,"
he said in the statement.
Last week, Taras Kulynych
'09 was arrested for manufacturing false New York state
driver licenses on campus.
He was charged with conspiracy to commit first-degree
forgery and was released on
bond pending arraignment in
Bridgeport Superior Court.

Past incidents of bar raids
in which students were arrested
April 3,2007: Nine Fairfield freshmen were arrested and chargedjwith possession of alcohol by a minor when Bridgeport police officersjraided The Blue, the former name of the Snickering Squirrel.
Oct. 12, 2006: Hundreds of patrons were questioned in the sting!
iat the Seagrape, Bravo, Skybox and "O" Bar to make sure that!
everyone was of legal drinking age.
:Dec. 2,2004: An undercover raid by the Bridgeport police resulted in!
Ithe arrests of 32 people, many of them underage Fairfield University!
•students, at John Adams Bar & Grill.
For the full stories, check out our archives at:
www.fairfieldmirror.com.

Junior turns herself in after warrant issued
CONTINUED FROM P.1
can pull out their real
license and probably get
out of it."
That was not the case
for nine Fairfield students who were arrested
for using fake licenses at
the Snickering Squirrel in Bridgeport last
Wednesday, according
to another Connecticut
Post article.
In a statement sent
to all students via their

StagWeb accounts, Dean
of Students Thomas Pellegrino acknowledged
the rampant use of false
identifications among
Fairfield students.
Pellegrino discussed
how the use of these
identifications not only
compromises students'
academic priorities, but
other facets of their lives
as well.
"These students are
using their identification to patronize bars on

weekday — not weekend
— evenings," he said
in the e-mail. "College
campuses across the nation are now forced to ask
what this phenomenon
says about the primacy
of learning on college
campuses, not to mention
the sufficiency of social
and extracurricular offerings."
But Fairfield is not
the only school having
problems combating the
usage of false identifica-

tion by underage students.
According to the
Connecticut Post, four
Sacred Heart University
students were recently arrested at Club Azur, (formerly Clubhouse Cafe),
in Bridgeport, for using
false identification.
"As technology has
improved, there has been
a proliferation among
college-aged students of
fake IDs," Larry Wielk,
dean of students at Sa-

cred Heart, told the Connecticut Post.
"Unfortunately,
some of the local bars
and package stores have
not kept up with the technology or choose not to,"
he said. "We [administrators of universities in the
Fairfield area] have been
working with local and
state law enforcement as
well as area bar owners
to curb underage drinking at these establishments," he said.
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BY JACK MCNAMARA

59,400
Estimated number of copies of
The Mirror printed so far
this academic year.

444
The age Galileo would have been on
Friday, Feb. 15, if he hadn't died in
prison during the 17th century.

25
The approximate percent
age of Fairfield University students who come
from households with
an income of $50,000
or less, according to the
office of Financial Aid
For more on this, see "Ivy League aid
on the rise: Fairfield remains Stagnant" at www.fairfieldmirror.com.

The number of arrests made in
relation to the on-campus fake ID
operation.

Bucket of Trojan Magnum condoms,
along with a gallon of Hennessey per
request of Ludacris to FUSA.

0
The temperature in Kelvin, or at least
that's what it felt like on Monday.
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Important Dates and Deadlines
Class of 2009
Application Opens
Pick Night

Feb 11th - Feb 22nd
Feb 28th, 6pm

Stagweb
BCCLL
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Class of 2010
Application opens
Pick Night

Feb 27th - March 13th Stagweb
March 18th, 6pm
BCC LL

Class of 2011
Application Opens
Pick Night

Feb 27th - March 13th Stagweb
March 27th, 6pm
BCC LL
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For more information on the Housing Lottery process please visit the Office
of Residence Life or go online at www.fairfield.edu/reslhousinaselection.html
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Snickering all the way to the cell
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Andrew Chapin - Commentary Editor .
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Speak up, Luda
Students can't seem to agree on the ultimate FUSA
act, but perhaps something they will agree on is that
whomever the performer is should be enthusiastic about
their Fairfield visit. Even though Ludacris will be rocking
Alumni Hall on Friday, his publicist said last week that no
interviews will be given — this includes The Mirror.
Yes, performers with as much clout as Ludacris
have busy schedules, but it is a shame that just a few
minutes could not be allotted to communicate with the
Fairfield student body.
Such interviews have been given by past performers, including Guster, O.A.R. and Dane Cook. These are
all also big-name acts who took the time to chat it up, so
why not Ludacris?
Interviews get the student body pumped about the
upcoming performance.
It also may gain the interest of those students who
may not have been familiar with the act. Perhaps most
important, an interview shows that the performer is
excited and enthusiastic about coming to Fairfield and
pumping up the student body. I mean come on, FUSA is
certainly paying Ludacris enough.

Forget the V-day hype
College students are constantly thinking about dating, relationships and the opposite sex, and while a
percentage of their mental energy is devoted to work,
academics and entering the real world, Fairfield students
cannot escape the Valentine's Day hype.
Valentine's Day is one of the most anticipated holidays because, like Christmas, it has become so widely
commercialized — red hearts are impossible to avoid
during the weeks leading up to Feb. 14., and almost
everything is cleverly packaged with love.
Companies market products so that they will make
popular Valentine's Day gifts, and restaurants are always
fully booked with reservations. Every year, businesses
cash in on Valentine's Day and college students certainly
play the role of consumer on this holiday.
Valentine's Day is about love, not a red Blackberry
or an expensive meal. With all the pressure placed on
gifts and dates, it is important that students remember
the real meaning of Valentine's Day.
So, show the special people in your life, the ones you
care about most, how much you love them on Thursday,
regardless of whether you have a date.

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and-contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

Cartoon in reference to p. 1 article on Snickering Squirrel Saloon raid.

Lost in space: The commuter lounge
It is hard to integrate oneself in a situation like
that. I should know -1 used to be a commuter.
Once upon a time, there was a commuter lounge
Leaving room for approximately two or three
with comfy chairs, a few couches and a big screen people under the stairs seems as if the University was
television. Friends gathered daily to play with the sending us a message to stop sticking together and
go out and incorporate ourselves into the rest of the
Xbox and enjoy each other's company.
Fairfield community.
But let's go back to the
But when everything is
present. If you take a look
geared
toward on-campus
under the stairs right next
residents, it is hard to just
to the lower level entrance
walk into the close-knit
of the BCC, you will see a
lives of other people and
little nook with lockers and a
feel at home.
water cooler.
There were many times
That, my friends, is the
when I would just wander
replacement for the comaround campus between
muter lounge, which was
classes or live on the chairs
ousted and replaced by FUSA
outside the bookstore. It
offices.
was a lonely life — that of
The chairs, couches and
a commuter — but luckily
big screen television are
I found a wonderful group
gone. They have been adof people who took me
opted by the game room.
in and gave me a place to
And now, homeless,
stay when the University
commuters have nothing to
would not.
do but live under the stairs
And now that I am a
(literally).
resident,
I am directly inThe University commuvolved
in
so
many activities,
nity is constantly trying to get
Lorraine
Lampe/The
Mirror
have met so many people
students involved. It is therefore interesting to see how the Space savers: The commuter lounge was moved and have had so much fun
in just the first month that I
social — not racial — minor- to the tiny, secluded stairway nook in the BCC.
feel worthwhile, happy and
ity continues to be even more
ostracized. It is as if this was a push to get commuters to duped all at the same time.
In a community based on the idea of cura perintegrate themselves and get involved with on-campus
activities. However, they were robbed of the one place sonalis, one can only wonder who counts as person
in the eyes of the University: every student, or just
they could go to rest during their busy day.
Unlike their resident counterparts, commuters do not those who pay to live here? Either way, actions speak
have rooms to head back to between classes. For the past louder than words, and we can all hear what is being
said loud and clear.
year and a half, they have not even had a true lounge.

BY ANNA PAPACHRISTOS

A declaration of community outrage
We, as students representing the community of
Fairfield University, are hurt and angered by the senseless
display of hate carried out in Campion Hall on Jan. 14.
Racism and discrimination affect everyone in the
community, not just those targeted whose physical appearance, sexual orientation and/or religious views place
them in the minority.
We will not dismiss these actions as a joke, but will
instead take it as a sign for action. Fairfield University
goals are to mold every student into individuals of intelligence, honor and principle, as well as men and women
for others; as such, it is time that we see such wantonly
hateful actions for what they really are: a slap in the face
to our community's ideals.
Incidents such as these are not only attacks on

specific groups of people, but on everything our community stands for. We can not, and will not, tolerate these
offensive actions.
- Lindsay Bastable, Caitlin Bucci, Katelyn Carbone, Dana Carretta, Andrew Carlquist, Elizabeth
Collins, Adam Davey, Jennifer DeSimone, Desiree
DeJong, Alexander Dekel, Abigail Jones, Ana Lizcano Christine Matosian, Caitlin McDonald, Alyssa
McMahon, Jill Petrangeli, Kelli Reardon, Erin Reilly,
Jeanette Symmonds, Rachael Umbrianna.
For the full declaration, including recommendations, go to the Commentary section of www.
fairfieldmirror.com.
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A bowl of rice and a glass of justice for Fairfield
BY SAMANTHA BOUSRI

Sitting on the floor of the Oak Room
with my meager bowl of rice, I could not
help but wonder what everyone else on
campus was doing. Rather, I could not help
but wonder what they were eating and
then criticizing for not being comparable
to the high-quality food they have become
accustomed to in their modest lifestyles.
Hungry for justice? The 80 people
who attended the Hunger Banquet last
Thursday surely were. This was an event
hosted by the Students for Social Justice
as the first of several aimed at spreading
awareness about issues of hunger and
homelessness throughout campus.
The Hunger Banquet idea was sparked
by Oxfam, which is an international relief
organization that strives to find longlasting solutions to poverty and hunger.
The event began with a script that
highlighted the disparities between the
three general social classes: high, middle
and low. Fifty percent of the world's
population is among the low class, living
on the equivalent of $2. Fifteen percent,
on the other hand, is among the high class,
leaving a mere 35 percent as part of the
middle class.
Based on these rates, students were

placed in social classes. Most students
were part of the low class and were forced
to sit on the ground with a mere bowl of
rice and small cup of water for dinner. The
higher and middle classes, on the other
hand, were allowed to sit at tables with

borhood, where most people are forced
to take jobs that pay significantly less
than the minimum wage yet still feel as if
they've risen from poverty, even I cannot
fathom hunger.
Still, I am at least willing to acknowledge the situation and am attempting
to do the little that I can to solve it.
But where is everyone else?
Since the majority of Fairfield
students can be described as modest
and humble individuals, perhaps
many students assumed they were
already aware of the situation and
thought the event unnecessary.
Perhaps they've already figured out
the solution and were actually out
fighting hunger.
Of course, this is an ambitious
assumption, as the reality is that
most students think they have better
things to do than attend an event,
Peter Caty/The Mirror
Wait your turn!: Students wait in line at the Hunger pay $5 and get no food.
What is college without free
Banquet last Thursday.
food, anyway? I guess it is not
varied dinner options.
enough that the University stresses Jesuit
Imagine eating a bowl of rice and ideals and at least attempts to recruit socialwater every single night. I, personally, ly conscious and proactive individuals.
don't think that any one of us at Fairfield
can truly understand what this must feel
Editor's note: Samantha Bousri is a
like. Coming from an immigrant neigh- member of Students for Social Justice.

Shedding light on an Army recruiting confrontation
BY KEANE LEVY

For the first two years of college, I went to Marist in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., before transferring
to Fairfield. I began to live on
campus this semester, and, after
only 30 hours on campus, I was
privileged to meet Public Safety
in a surprising way.
People should be wellinformed and think critically.
So, when I saw the U.S. Army
recruiters, I went over to talk
to them and pick up some brochures. I asked critical questions
about the nature of the army and
said that I do not want people
in the army killing others in
my name (defending me) or on
my behalf.
As we spoke further about
the roll of the army and what the
recruiters are doing on campus,
I said that I believe the government should be subsidizing
education in ways other than
hiring a mercenary army.
The recruiter replied that
they were not mercenaries, but
as I stated, they are hired and
paid to kill when ordered — the

definition of a mercenary.
As we were talking, I also
picked up multiple copies of the
pamphlets. The army recruiters,
angry with my opinions and
'theft' of the pamphlets, asked
me not to take anymore.
I told them that they are
trying to give pamphlets away,
and there shouldn't be some
arbitrary limit. If I was taking
two or three copies for me and a
friend, or to give to my parents,
they would not have any trouble
with that. The government
printed these pamphlets using
my tax dollars, and I am entitled
to as many as I want.
This caused him to inquire why I needed so many
and I said that I don't feel any
explanation is necessary, but I
would rather see my tax dollars
spent in a good way, instead of
pro-war/violence propaganda,
and my intent is to recycle
them to have them be put to a
better non-violent use — home
insulation made from recycled
newspaper.
After learning this, the
recruiters became dismissive

of me and my critical questions;
he leaned forward, putting his
fists on his hips — his very best
threatening posture — and said,
"I'm trained to be lethal with
my hands."
After he finished threatening me, he called the Public
Safety because I did not want to
return nearly 30 percent of the
totM pamphlets. Responding Officer Patrick Cleary had served
in the military and was biased
toward the recruiters.
Officer Cleary refused to
talk to me until after he "got the
story first" from the recruiters.
Then he took my name in a note
pad, which I saw was filled with
squiggles. Laughing at this fact, I
decided to whip out my notebook
and take down his name. I had not
gotten to explain half the details
that I have shared here, before he
interrupted me and told me that
he could arrest me if I did not return the pamphlets. At this point,
the recruiters and I had been talking for about 40 minutes, and I
did not want to get arrested, so I
returned the materials.
Aside from the Army pres-

ence, I also must bring up the
issue of the Public Safety and
in loco parentis, Latin for "in
the place of a parent." Most
schools have some form of this;
it is the school law that allows
the school to violate our student
civil liberties.
First Amendment rights,
such as free speech, press and
assembly, have been taken away
from you. Freedom of the press
is not guaranteed to students
either; all flyers posted must
first be approved by the school.
Assemblies and protests must all
be school approved, or Public
Safety will break them up.
We are being limited in our
self-expression. I hope everyone
at Fairfield feels smart, mature
and responsible enough to have
these rights back in their hands.
This column is in reference
to Campus crime beat in the Jan.
24 issue of'The Mirror. // read,
"Tuesday, Jan. 15, 1:02 p.m.
Army recruiters called Public
Safety about an individual protesting the recruiters' work and
taking all of their brochures."

Students hope for daycare option for undergraduates
To the Editor:
As members of Students for Life, we
were very interested in the information
provided in the article "Take Your Children to Work Day ... every day."
Students for Life is an on-campus
group dedicated to educating ourselves
and spreading awareness about life issues, such as abortion, capital punishment,
stem-cell research and euthanasia.
We are currently researching what
resources are available to Fairfield undergraduate students who become pregnant
and decide to continue their education at
Fairfield throughout their pregnancy. Statistically, between 1 in 4 and 1 in 8 women
in college between the ages of 18 and 22
experience an unplanned pregnancy.
We would like to insure that these

women have support from the University
and campus community at large. As such,
we will be looking into issues including
housing, financial aid, health care and child
care options available to such women.
For this reason, the brief mention in
The Mirror article about the new Fairfield
University Early Learning Center's availability to students caught our attention. We
hoped you could clarify how exactly this
new facility will be open to students.
Does this simply mean that students
can get involved in the center through
coursework, or could undergraduate and
graduate students with children of their
own take advantage of the day care program provided at this new building?
The article cites several examples
of the Center's availability to faculty and

staff, but neglects any mention of whether
students, too, will be able to use this new
facility to its fullest potential.
If you could please provide us, and
the rest of the student body, with more
details on this statement,' we would
greatly appreciate your assistance. Your
help would truly contribute to an increase
in everyone's knowledge on the highly
unmentioned issue of student pregnancy
at Fairfield.
Sincerely,
Fairfield University Students for Life
This letter is in reference to "Take
Your Children to Work Day ... every day"
in the Feb. 7 issue of The. Mirror. Check
it out at www.fairfieldmirror.com.
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An 'angel' for
Project Halo
BY JONAS STANKOVICH

More than 100 students, professors
and Jesuits crammed into the Egan Chapel last Tuesday to attend an event called
Project Halo. Some went because their
professor offered extra credit; others attended because they wanted to show their
support for their friend Mike Cicirelli '10,
who was hosting the event.
Few attendees knew what would actually transpire during the event, which Residence Life sponsored, but all were excited
when, at 8 p.m., Cicirelli took the floor.
Halo, we all found out, was a presentation with a mission. It started as Cicirelli
told us about the pain that was his life when
he suffered through high school. When recalling horrible experiences in high school,
many of us may think back to that time we
couldn't get a date for the junior prom or
the day we failed an important test.
But for Cicirelli, horror came at a
certain time every single day, when three
bullies would grab him, hold him down
and beat the living daylights out of him.
They broke his ribs. They damaged
his spine. They made him bleed internally.
They caused him physical damage that
was so intense that he will suffer from it
for the rest of his life. And they did it all
for one simple reason: Cicirelli is gay.
Even though he grew up in a typical suburban town in Ohio, replete with
tree-lined streets, sidewalks and a high
school football team,
Cicirelli was the victim
of the type of hate that
we never suppose exists
right under our noses.
These three monsters,
these homophobic jerks
to whom Cicirelli had
never done anything,
saw themselves as cruCICIRELLI
saders with the mission to give Cicirelli what he "deserved"
because he was gay, and they almost succeeded. Mike almost died.
As Cicirelli wrapped up his talk, we
saw what hate and bigotry almost took
away as slides rolled by picturing him
with those he loved, smiling with friends
at a townhouse, kissing his mom on her
birthday. This wonderful young man, this
loving human being, was almost killed
because he was different. If it happened
in Everytown, USA, in the 21st century,
how many times in other towns is this
happening right now?
Project Halo showed that hate is real.
It's all around us, whether it is overt —
the way Cicirelli's was — or whether it
is latent, in a crowd of people who are
detached from the differences that surround them.
As Cicirelli finished and the lights
dimmed, the audience gave him a standing ovation.
Some of us have never known what it
is like to be different, and what it's like to
be truly alone. After that night, we learned
why it is so important to be supportive of
the differences that are not always prevalent at Fairfield.
I left with a sense of purpose, and I
hope that all those who attended did too.
As Cicirelli said, we're all angels; we all
have the power to give those around us
love and to stop hate.
What will you do? Will you, an angel,
hide your wings in the wake of hate and fear?
Or will you raise them high and, following in
the steps of St. Ignatius Loyola, "go set the
world aflame" by showing love for all?
The choice is yours. For me, I'll choose
love over hate, and hope over fear.
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Going to the gym? That's Wii-k
BY SARA QUIGLEY

It is round four, and Lauren
Wood '08 only needs one more
knockout to defeat her housemate
Aimee Trainor '08.
"You're going down," says
Wood, taunting her opponent as she
takes a sip of water.
The two start swinging, and soon
Wood shouts a victory whoop.
"You got lucky," says Trainor
as she unstraps her hand pieces.
These two boxers are not in a
ring, nor are they anywhere near the
RecPlex. They are in the comfort of
their beach house living room on
Reef Road playing Nintendo Wii.
Jonathan Proctor '11 said he
enjoys the interactive game as
well, although his brother is a
true testament to the effects this
interactive system can have on a
player's body.
"My family bought [Wii] the
first day it came out on the market, and my brother has actually
lost a surprising 50 pounds from
playing for the past year or so,"
Proctor said.
Interactive, high-energy games
such as boxing,
bowling, tennis, home run
derby and other game options offered
by Nintendo Wii
have turned video
games from a
lazy pastime
into a fun and

interactive way to stay fit.
market, Japan's Wii Fit sold 150,000 their core and balance while their
"The reality is that today chil- copies and a million copies at rough- body mass index [BMI] and Wii Fit
dren are found on their computers ly $80 USD a piece in little over a Age are tracked.
or playing video games much more month, according to the article.
The 40 types of training activithan outside playing. A game like
It is debatable whether the ties fall into four fitness categories:
this keeps the concept of playing American public is ready to em- aerobic exercise, muscle conditionvideo games alive but enables brace the merging of exercise and ing, yoga and balance games.
kids to stay active," said Kristen leisure that Wii Fit provides, a
Craig Cherpock '08, who has a
Play
Station 3 system at his beach
Daly'08.
review on the Web site said.
"It's better than regular video
"On the one hand, you have a house but not a Wii system, said,
games because it's not just kids be- giant Wii install base that is crav- "I like going to the gym, but'I don't
coming obese sitting on the couch ing something new for their little really do cardio and I would never
pressing buttons. It simulates shiny console. On the other hand, do yoga."
real sports," said
He said that
Trainor.
he would not purThe gaming
chase the game.
system has had
Before beginning a game
other positive effects as well.
of Wii Fit, players
"It is also
must have their
a great way for
BMI calculated
parents to inaccording to their
teract with their
age, weight and
children," said
height, which
Daly. "Over the
is reflected in a
holidays my
personalized Mii
parents, grandcharacter who is
parents, cousgiven the approins and sister all
priate age for each
played together,
player's health
Ion Ollwerther/The Mirror
and it has bestatistics, accordBreak a sweat: Video gaming system Wii has an interactive quality
come the new
ing to the site.
gets players up and moving.
family activity
The game is
set to be released
in my house."While the Wii system has you have a public that is almost in the United States sometime this
gained rapid popularity in the seemingly random when it comes season, but don't look for it to be
United States, a game yet to be to whether they care or not about added to the RecPlex's equipment
released here, Wii Fit, has swept working out. Most people that work anytime soon. However, Philip
Japan's gaming market and taken out already jog around their block Palumbo, director of the RecPlex,
the system's calorie-blasting abil- or go to the local gym," according said he is not opposed to purchasity to a new level, according to an to the Web site.
ing researched systems.
article on GameInformer.com.
The game includes a Wii Bal"There has been no research
By its second week on the ance Board with which users work published on the claims of the

Serving others, rather than drinks:
BY ANNA PAPACHRISTOS

For Wylie Smith Blake, service is not limited to what we
do for other people, but how we aid all of God's creatures,
great and small. So, when it came to gaining approval for
this year's service trip to the Best Friends animal sanctuary,
Blake held strong to her beliefs.
"It took some convincing for Fr. [Michael] Doody to
allow this trip," said Blake, campus minister
and faculty leader of the trip. "The question
was: How do you apply ministry to animals?
And the thing is ... it still has that element
of service, and it's all about doing God's
work."
This year, Campus Ministry offered five
trips as part of its alternative spring break
trips program, giving students a variety of
options to serve communities in need across
the United States.
While some trips require a long drive, others, such as the Best Friends Animal Sanctuary in
Utah, require students to fly. This year marks the
first time Fairfield students will be serving at the
animal sanctuary.
w^
At the sanctuary, students will work directly
with the animals, helping the limited staff care
for the neglected, abused and injured animals
being rehabilitated.
•**"
"Students will be helping with everything from helping to socialize the animals for homes and
providing companionship, to actually cleaning up after
them," said Blake.
Other students will fly to Camp Restore, a program in
New Orleans. Led by Charlie Sousa of Residence Life and
graduate assistant Heidi Schoenfeldt, this program focuses
on community building, including building churches. Much
like Habitat for Humanity, students will be needed for tasks

manufacturer. I would
have to see
some peerreviewed
studies as to
the effectiveness to positively improve fitness
levels," he said. "There are many
companies with products claiming
to improve fitness levels, which
fall short when the spotlight of
independent research is used."
If responses to Wii sports
games are any sign of Wii Fit's
calorie-blasting abilities, things
look good for the game's release.
"We thrive off of them," Wood
said of her Wii games.
"Boxing left me with a sore
arm the next day, and every time
I play Dance Dance Revolution I
end up feeling like I just got in a
good workout for the day," said
Daly. "I would definitely use a
game that is specifically for working out, since I find playing the Wii
much more exciting than running
on a treadmill."
Palumbo said that he would
not rule out considering the purchase of a Wii system for the
RecPlex.
"While they may not survive
close scrutiny for fitness, part of
recreation is, of course, to have
fun," he said. "We are always
looking for new ways to meet the
students' needs. If we feel that this
is something that would be popular
with the students, then it is something that we will seriously look at
for future purchases."

Students will spend spring break on
service trips Helping the needy

such as demolition and drywall.
Also led by Devin Hagan, who works in the circulation
department of the University library, the Christian Appalachian Project will help serve the large poor, rural population
with basic maintenance.
Assistant Vice President of Student Affairs Jim Fitzpatrick said these trips are invaluable to him because of the
lifetime friendships he forms with students, and the love and

me to fine-tune my leadership skills," Csorba said. "It gives
me the opportunity to bond with other students and make new
friends. It is also a chance for me to live out my faith."
This year, students who participate in the Habitat for
Humanity trip are going to Lebanon, Penn., which is part of
the Amish country. Students will help to provide housing for
people who cannot afford a mortgage in that area.
Led by graduate assistants Joe Ginese and Erin Holmes, students will work alongside those who work and
vol-unteer
for Habitat, as well as other families
wishing to obtain housing.
The Urban Plunge, led by Campus
Minister Crissy Bowen, will take students to New York City. With different
activities planned each day, students will
work with the homeless and hungry in soup
* kitchens and shelters.
While the application pool for these spring
break trips was lower this year than in previous years,
community service hours are up overall, according to
Blake. The application process started in November,
requiring students to write a short essay and obtain two
recommendations. They were notified of their acceptance
in December.
,«
Since the beginning of the semester, each group has
been meeting once a week to educate each other on issues
they will be facing on their trips.
Photo Illustration by Lorraine Lampe
"Part of our preparation for these trips is to learn about
the area to which we will travel, so we can better understand
support students provide for the families they aid.
"I cannot put into words the amount of love that they the situation we are entering. I believe this is an essential part
bring with them," said Fitzpatrick, who has been taking in service trip experience," said Jenn Zocco '10, a member
students to Kentucky for the past six years.
of the Urban Plunge NYC trip.
"On the surface, these trips seem to just be a service to
Michael Csorba '09 took part in the Habitat for Humanity
trip to Maine last spring and will return this year as student others; but, in fact, the value of these trips is so much more.
By spending time immersed in service, the volunteer learns
leader of the Christian Appalachian Project trip.
"Being a leader gives me a different perspective. It al- just as much as those they serve through education, conversalows me to work more closely with the adult leader and allows tion and experience."
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Are you single and sensational this Valentine's Day?
BY SARA QUIGLEY

It's Valentine's Day yet again. Whether
you want it to or not, it shows up each and
every February 14, more reliably than your
golden retriever.
Maybe Cupid struck you this year,
and maybe he didn't. But so what? You
don't need a significant other to remind
you of how hot you are. There are plenty
of things the independent man or woman
can do alone today, and watching sappy
movies On Demand with Ben & Jerry is
so last year.
Here are a few ways to enjoy your
freedom today.
Laugh at the women getting candy
from their boyfriends/secret admirers.
Yeah those truffles look deliciously rich
and creamy, and yeah it's cute that Billy
hearts Katie enough to run all the way to

"Are You Tired Of Being
Lonely?"

HKM5N i
A3B
Contributed Photos

Don't strike out: Register online for a
dating crash course.

sparkling personality such V.I.P., Conn. Treat yourself, you deserve
as yours to be restricted it.
to just one person. You
Catch up on celebrity gossip and realwouldn't want to be self- ize that crying over being alone today is like
ish, right?
crying over spilled milk. Whoever said, "It
If you're still using "If is better to have loved and lost than never to
you were my homework, have loved at all," obviously didn't factor
I'd do you all day," I think Kevin Federline and Britney Spears into
we just figured out why the equation.
you are alone this year.
While your ex is out with his or her
Get on the Web and check date, go to www.spellsandmagic.com and
out www. artofapproach- learn a revenge hex to make that chump
ing.com and register for its look like a fool or that hoe have a differdating crash course. Oth- ent allergic reaction to each rose Romeo
erwise, you might want to bought her.
start writing your Match,
Be creative. I'm sure you will think
of something.
com profile.
Go see the rePhoto Illustration by Lorraine Lampe
cently premiered
flick "Fool's Gold"
the holiday section of CVS to buy them, starring Kate Hudson and Matthew
but wrapped up along with each nougaty McConaughey. It looks fit to be the
center is an extra few thousand cals. Hello, cheesiest movie of the season, but
spring break is three weeks away. You'll who needs a good plot or even heartbe happy you didn't indulge in Godiva shaped dark chocolates when you
when you get your real treat — that hunk have eye candy like those two?
The Love Gods have strategion the cruise.
Order yourself custom messaged cally placed Valentine's Day on a
M&Ms at MYMMS.com announcing that "Thirsty Thursday" this year. Out of
"U R HOT" and have them sent to your respect for them, feel free to take the
campus mailbox. Feign surprise and let that lines learned in the previous activity
cute guy/girl at the mailbox next to yours and put them to use at the Snickersneak a peak.
ing Squirrel, Bravo, the Grape, or
Allow yourself to indulge in each cute/ whichever place of debauchery you
loving/provocative message and remember choose and pick up another single.
Contributed Photo
that the only reason you are alone is that Have fun.
Fools rush in: It's better to be single than to pull
it wouldn't be right for good looks and a
Go to MapQuest.com. Type in a Britney this Valentine's Day!

V-Day advice from a "taken"
BY LILY NORTON

Thankfully, the long weekend for
President's Day has fallen right after
Valentine's Day this year, making
going home to "the boyfriend" quite
feasible and simple.
But then I thought about all my
Fairfield women who may be
swayed to do naughty things this
Thursday night. So, I knew
I had to share what I know
about Valentine's Day.
Valentine's Day was
a holiday created to bring
people together. However, it seems like around
this day, single people are
angry about being single and
those who aren't single are,
well, not sure about what to do,
except go spend time with their
significant other and hope to avoid
dirty looks from single people.
What side of the relationship
swing is it better to be on?
My first instinct tells me it's much
better to be invested in a healthy,
steady relationship when the 14th
rolls around.
Random play is all right for any
other time, but after hooking up with
someone on Valentine's Day, you and
your casual hookup will realize you
have entered a completely new level
of weirdness.
I can't say much from personal
experience since I have had the same
valentine for the last four years.
However, a whole other list of things
happen when you are in a college
relationship on this day.
If you consider yourself a red
at the stoplight party, by some, you
are regarded as one of those lucky
people.
In other cases, you are forced to
deal with the death look — a disgusted

look of jealousy and hatred — just
because you are in a relationship on
Valentine's Day.
Suddenly, you are "un-single" and
you immediately try to avoid the subject of boys for the next few days.
Photo Illustration by Lorraine Lampe

But, I can understand the bad
looks sometimes.
For my Fairfield ladies, it's pretty
much impossible to keep a Fairfield
boy on a chain, mainly because they
are either too dumb to remember that
you are in a relationship (or at least
"together,") or their male friends often
talk them out of being in a relationship
at all (hence, all the "yellows" at the
stoplight party — am I right, or am I
right?).
That's why I would say the long
distance relationship is a great way to
go to ensure a healthy relationship in
college, ensuring a good Valentine's
day in at least one of your four years
here at Fairfield.
Sure, when you were entering

school everyone told you that you
shouldn't be tied down to a relationship.
But from what I've witnessed,
most Fairfield woman realize that
hooking up with random people on
the weekends really doesn't give
them any real comfort the morning
after. They realize it when they
are going to brunch with their
friends and dishing out the
latest "I've been bad" story,
or finding out, through the
course of the following
day, that after you passed
out, your male companion
was equally interested
in that girl in one of your
classes last semester.
Like I said before, hooking up with someone random on
Valentine's Day is a big no-no. It
just screams "bad idea."
It's the 14th of February — really
just another day. Why get so fussy
about it? If you really enjoy being
a single mama this V-Day, good for
you.
Everyone assumes that Valentine's day is for a romantic love, but
what about the love you have for your
friends and family? If you are single,
celebrate with those people, and show
the Fairfield boys that you don't need
the random hook-up. Well, for one
night at least.

"When it's time to pick up that
special someone for a romantic evening, you want to have a sweep-her/
him-off-their-feet night out planned.
So, what's there to do for the big
night?"
Looking for great date ideas?
Check out Allie Ritacco's story at
www.fairfieldmirror.com.

St. Valentine: The man,
the myth, the legend
BY MELISSA MANN

What is it about February 14 that makes it a day
for showing your boyfriend or girlfriend that you
appreciate them? How is it that tokens of flowers,
candy and cards are expected to be in abundance on
one particular day of the year, the day we've come to
call Valentine's Day?
Well, there isn't one definite answer, but history
gives us some clues and myths as to the origin of this
popular romantic holiday. The patron saint of Valence's Day, St. Valentine, is surrounded byynystery.
Some legends say that in Rome, Emperor Claudius II
outlawed marriage for young men because he thought
it was a distraction for the men fighting in the army.
Valentine saw the unfairness in this royal decree,
and went around performing secret marriages under
Claudius' nose. When Claudius found out, he ordered
Valentine to be killed.
Other stories claim Valentine was killed for helping the Christians escape the harsh treatment in Roman
prisons, and others still believe that Valentine was the
one who sent the first valentine's greeting himself, to a
woman he fell in love with while he was in prison.
» Valentine's death in the midst of February, 270
A.D. seems to be the most logical reason we celebrate
this holiday on this day. Those who are less romantic
might adhere to the theory that the celebration of
Valentine's Day was simply a way,to Christianize the
pagan festival of Lupercalia, which began on the 15th
day of March on the Roman calendar.
But regardless of what myth you choose to
believe, Valentine's Day has established itself as an
intensely popular holiday for everyone, with 1 billion
cards sent each year, according to the Greeting G*d
Association. This places Valentine's Day as the secondlargest card-sending holiday of the year, surpassed
only by Christmasqgj
So, go out andlceep the sentiment of Valentine's
Day alive; show your signifidSnt other that you ciare by
sending him or her a romantic card or a box of candy.
Or, you can simply buy the cafidy for yourself, and
impress the next person you see with your newfound
knowledge about the origin of Valentine's Day.
For more information, visit www.history.com/
minisites/valentine.
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Happening
Movies & TV
Ryan Reynolds stars as a
soon-to-be divorcee raising
his daughter in "Definitely,
Maybe." The romantic comedy
comes out nationwide Thursday
(Valentine's Day).

BY JON OLLWERTHER

Samuel L. Jackson, Hayden
Christensen and Rachel Bilson
star in the sci-fi film, "Jumper,"
which comes out Thursday.
Children's fantasy film, "The
Spiderwick Chronicles," hits
theaters this weekend.
Contributed Photo

Concerts $t
Performances

Put down those signs, pick up your pens: The Writers Guild of America Strike has officially
ended, meaning everyone's favorite shows will be returning soon.

Grab your remote, the strike is off

Citizen Cope will be performing
at Toad's Place in New Haven
on Sunday at 8 p.m. Tickets are BY ALLIE
$22.50.
Ludacris will be performing at
Alumni Hall Friday at 8 p.m.
Tickets are sold out.
Angels and Airwaves will
be performing at Roseland
Ballroom in Manhattan on
Friday at 8 p.m. Tickets are $39.
Matchbox 20 will be .
performing at Mohegan Sun
Monday at 7 p.m. Tickets
start at $49. They will also be
performing at Madison Square
Garden Thursday. Tickets for the
MSG show range from $49-$79.
British pop stars The Spice
Girls will be performing at the
Hartford Civic Center Monday
at 8 p.m. Tickets are sold out.
The Foo Fighters will be
performing at Madison Square
Garden Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Tickets start at $29.50.
Linkin Park will be performing
at Madison Square Garden next
Thursday, Feb. 21. Tickets are
$40-$65.

Miscellaneous
Former U.S. Rep. Harold Ford
Jr. will be appearing at the
Quick Center Wednesday at 8
p.m. Tickets are $45.
Send in your What's Happening
events to mirror.entertainment®
gmail.com.

RITACCO

Devoted prime time television viewers, stay tuned!
Former Walt Disney Chief
Executive Michael Eisner
announced on Feb. 7 that
the writers' strike, which has
haunted TV fans for nearly four
months, is officially over.
After a meeting on Feb. 1
with media production conglomerates, The Writers Guild of
America agreed to a deal, according to an article on CNBC.com.
"It's over," Eisner said.
"They made the deal, shook
hands on the deal."
The agreement promises
writers residuals for their writing that appears on the Internet,
cell phones and other news

media. These residuals help
sustain the writers when they
are between jobs.
The strike has prevented
new television shows from airing and affected production of
films as well."
However, shows including
"Grey's Anatomy," "Lost" and
"CSI" may air new episodes
before the end of the current
television season.
Yes, you read correctly.
With the deal in progress, the
industry could be back in business as early as this week, but
the dates depend on the decisions
made during the Guild member
meetings on Feb. 9.
As for the writers, there
are over 12,000 members of the
Guild and almost 10,000 have

been affected by the strike. The
strike has also impinged on prop
men, crew and caterers, putting
some of them out of business.
The industry has taken a hard hit,
and the beginnings of a settlement would appear to be a blessing for the writers and media
associates across the nation.
Although it was a rough few
months, many of Hollywood's
big names said that their work
was for the best.
"It's a mixed deal but far
better than the writers would
have been able to get three
months ago," said Jonathan Handel, a TroyGould entertainment
attorney and former associate
counsel for the Guild, in the
article. "The strike was a qualified success."

As the Ludacris concert approaches, rumors abound on campus.
Like a school-wide game of telephone, rumors of opening acts and
backstage demands have traversed
campus from Dolan Hall to the Dolan
School of Business, from the dingiest
basement room of Claver to the highest
room in the tallest tower of Canisius.
"I heard that he asked for a gallon of Hennessy, a bucket of Magnum
condoms and girls backstage," said
Brittney Borruso TO.
A gallon of Hennessy. A bucket of
Magnum condoms. Female students.
Seemingly innocuous as separate items, rumors of these backstage
requests sound like a scandal in the
making.
"The first two are actual requests
from the artist," FUSA Director of
Concerts Vanessa Jackson '08 told The
Mirror to quell rumors. However, she
did not confirm Ludacris' request for
female students backstage.
Jackson said that FUSA will not
provide Ludacris with either cognac
or condoms.
FUSA Vice President John Daly
'08 also dropped into The Mirror office
to say that Luda's request would not be
granted.
"I know he had requested a gallon
of Hennessy, but we're not getting that
for him," he said.
FUSA officials confirmed that they
will not be purchasing prophylactics
or brandy, though they cannot prevent
Luda from bringing his own.
Not expressly mentioned in its
charter, FUSA has a long-standing precedent to not provide female students as
fodder for rap artists and fully intends
to uphold its tradition.

Rocker 'Ace' Enders launches solo project
BY

JP

PORRETTA

Once a lead singer and
guitarist for a popular emo
quartet, Arthur "Ace" Enders
continues to leave his mark on
the music scene as an emerging
solo artist.
Enders first entered the
music world with his band The
Early November and has already
accomplished a lot at the young
age of 25.
Together for only eight
years, The Early November
released two full-length albums
on major record label DriveThru Records, sold hundreds of
thousands of records and sold
out countless shows all over
the world.
After The Early November
reached its demise in the summer of 2007, Enders went to
work right away on his own
solo project, which he aptly
titled Ace Enders and a Million

Ace Enders:
Different People.
Nah, ours was a muWith only three
tual breakup. Evsongs currently reerybody in the band
leased to the public,
knew we couldn't go
Enders is still able to
on much longer. It
leave a lasting impreswas nothing personsion as a solo artist.
al. We had started
. With a debut althis band when we
bum due out sometime
were so young, and
this summer, Enders is
it was as if we had
getting his name out by
changed so much
opening for Angels and
that it was best for
Airwaves on its current
everyone. I feel like
winter tour.
if the band tried to
Enders is performing in Manhattan at
Contributed Photo go on for another
year, we would have
the Roseland Ballroom Chilling in the stars: Ace Enders is working hard to
broke up and never
with Angels and Air- once again become a popular rockstar.
talked to each other
waves on Friday.
tion with The Early November.
again. We wanted to
The Mirror had
the opportunity to have a one- What were the terms when stop the band before we got to
on-one chat with him earlier the band broke up? Were the that point.
feelings mutual between you
this week.
TM: I read that you reand the rest of the members,
cently
started your own record
The Mirror: Before we talk or was it like when Blink-182
about your new solo project, parted ways and no one talked
SEE "ENDERS" ON P. 11
I wanted to address the situa- to each other?
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Enders planning to reach fa million different people'
CONTINUED FROM P.
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label. Tell me a little about that.
AE: It's called Regular Music. It's a
lot harder than expected. I pretty much
anticipated it to be hard. It's a lot of time
and money — that's the one thing.Especially nowadays with records not selling
like they used to, everybody sort of being
very confused about the record business;
it's not easy, but it's cool though.
TM: You are playing with your act,
Ace Enders and a Million Different
People, on the tour you are on now,
with Angels and Airwaves. What is the
difference between this name and your
previous solo act, I Can Make a Mess
Like Nobody's Business?
AE: I guess not too much. The song
style is a little bit different. With this act,
though, it's a lot more put together, a lot
more organized.
I would definitely say that my songs
now are a mixture of I Can Make a Mess
and The Early November. I Can Make a
Mess was a one-album thing. But, I mean,
I will always still play those songs at the
shows.
TM: Do you incorporate Early November songs in your set as well?

AE: I play a couple of acoustic songs
from The Early November. I don't do that
on this tour, though, because I only get
20 minutes to play. So, I'm only playing
al new stuff. But at other shows, I'd play
Early November songs here and there.

TM: What are some of the bands that
have been on your iPod lately?
AE: Over the last few months I have
been really big on Snow Patrol, Ryan
Adams and stuff like that.

TM: Do you expect the release of Ace
Enders and a Million Different People's
first album to be anytime soon?
AE: Yes. I am thinking between the
end of May and the beginning of June it
should be coming out.
TM: Do you plan on doing a tour of
your own when the album is released to
promote it?
AE: I'll probably do a [solo] tour
sometime in the fall. I probably won't
headline for a while. We will be [opening
acts] throughout the spring and summer.
TM: What is it like touring with
Angels and Airwaves? I'm sure Tom
Delonge was once an influence for you
when it came to music. Is it weird touring
with him?
AE: It's really cool just in the fact that
he is such an awesome guy. The whole
band is full of really cool guys. And they
are very helpful and nice people.
So far, it's been a great tour. It is an

Contributed Photo

Affecting the music scene: Ace
Enders is known for several musical
projects, including record label "Regular Music."
honor and a privilege to be able to'make it
out with them. They put on a great show,
and they are definitely still influencing all
the bands they take out; you can definitely
tell.

TM: Any mainstream bands out
there nowadays that you honestly cannot stand?
AE: [Laughs] If only I had enough
time in the day. I don't know; I used to go
out there and hate these bands that I felt
weren't doing it for the right thing. I don't
want to say I hate any band or that I can't
stand them.
But... I hate a new [artist] every week.
Like Pink — I never really disliked her,
but now I do because of that whole 'Mr.
President' thing.
That just annoyed me. She's my
[musician]-of-the-week who I just can't
stand.
TM: So right now you're doing A
Million Different People, and you're doing the record label. Is there any chance
in the nearfuture that The Early November would ever get back together?
AE: I'm going to say probably not.
Maybe for a one-show thing, but I don't
think we will ever tour again or anything
like that.

Lenny Kravitz's 'Revolution'
only goes halfway around

Simple Plan
returns with a
great, brand
new sound

BY ANDONI FLORES

Notorious for reinventing himself, Lenny Kravitz has taken a huge
step back — by almost two decades.
.
.
Kravitz's
new alburri
"It Is Time
For A Love Revolution" is a disappointment, sounding too much like
a mixture of his 1991 album, "Mama
Said," and the 2000 release of his
"Greatest Hits" album.
For one, the intro to "Bring It On"
is reminiscent of his old hit "American Woman."
Repetition is evident yet again,
as the track "Good Morning" literally
recycles the drum beat from his hit
2001 song, "Again." The violin part
from "It Ain't Over 'Til It's Over"
is right off his sophomore album
"Mama Said."
Ever so concerned with his
fans, Kravitz preaches his revolution
through the song "Love, Love, Love":
"Don't need no marijuana/Don't need
no ecstasy/Don't need no one to get
me laid."
What has Kravitz discovered

Music„Rejflew

BY MICHAEL BENNETT

Simple Plan returns to music store
shelves with its self-titled, third album,
which
showcases
the platinum pop-punk group's desire to get rid of
its teen-angst stereotype and its talent.
With new producers, who worked
Contributed Photo
in different musical genres, the album,
Music that's not so "simple" anymore: Simple Plan
"Simple Plan," is more mature and up- shows creativity on its new, self-titled album.
beat. Mixing its rock from "Still Not
Getting Any..." (the title of their second
album) with piano and hip-hop-influence, punk sounds, it creates its own upbeat music.
Simple Plan releases a new sound that may
If you're looking for more original Simple
Plan, don't be discouraged. Frontman Pierre
turn off its original fan base.
However, if you give the album a few careful Bouvier included songs such as "The End"
listens, you'll acquire a taste for the new style. and "Time To Say Goodbye" to please old
"When I'm Gone," the CD's first single, is TRL- fans, although his goal was to open new doors
friendly but it does the band justice: It's catchy.
for new fans.
"New Love" describes a new Simple Plan
The lyrics represent Simple Plan and, because it will appeal to many music fans, it should that is eager to continue this direction for the
next album — and I look forward to it.
sell lots of CDs.
It may seem more appropriate for bands
There is no repetition, as each song sounds
including Panic at the Disco to sing about unique in its own way. "Take My Hand" has
teenage problems, including relationships and a fast tempo, while "Save You" is slower with
piano infusion.
drama, but Simple Plan pulls it off.
My 12-year-old cousin, who enjoyed older
While the lyrics may sound similar to its
older CDs, it doesn't take away from Simple
Plan's new style, which becomes addictive by
the sixth or seventh song.
Whether the addiction is fueled by songs
with R&B flavor, my connection to the emotional lyrics or my hope for the post-Blink-182 songs such as "I'm Just a Kid," will shy away
pop-punk genre, my feelings for this album are from songs like "Holding On." It is clear that
Simple Plan has grown up.
nothing but positive.
The group's new CD is worthy of being
Simple Plan took a lot of new directions to
added to your CD or iTunes collection.
give the band a new name, look and style.
Although not revolutionary, Simple Plan
This album has done enough for me to
stop categorizing Simple Plan as another emo- offers quality songs with a fresh sound for
pop-punk.
poser band.
Watch out Mark Hoppus.
Instead of following high-tempo, NOFX-

Music Review
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Makes you want to fly away: Kravitz,
the man who used to push forward,
retrogresses on his new album.

that makes all of the above obsolete?
Love, love, love.
I'm sorry, but I want no part in
that revolution.
This album begs for hooks, for
something catchy. I've heard some
instrumental soundtracks that stirred
more interest than his first single off
of the album "I'll Be Waiting."
It's almost as if Kravitz is responding to his hit song "Again" from
nearly a decade ago.
When will he understand that just
because he plays fast beats and funky
guitars, the song will not necessarily
take off?

There's absolutely no substance
to this album. Everything has been
done at least twice — if not three
times before. It's the same love songs,
the same riffs and the same drum
beats over and over again.
Where is the creativity? Nothing
comes out or sticks with you as you
listen to the album. He throws in a lot
of "baby" and "tonight" and thinks he
is starting a revolution.
One of the things that bothers me
the most with Kravitz's new album is
the presence of song lyrics with no
real meaning.
He has a song about Vietnam.
How can anybody relate to the experience, let alone relate to the song?
If his target audience is Vietnam
veterans, well then, all I have to ask
is: "What self-respecting veteran
would pick up a CD written by Lenny
Kravitz?"
Turning his back on all who admired the genius of the album "Baptism," Kravitz manages to disappoint
fans who once admired his ability to
transform the simplest of melodies
into the most infectious thing since
influenza.

Your FUSA Senate notified the Office of
Residence Life and Dean of Students
Office of this issue in early December?
That's right. There was something wrong
with the process from the beginning.

The system was flawed.
Do you want to know how?
Check out FUSA's new Facebook group:
a

Did you think there was something
wrong with the OCB Lottery?"
For the detailed information
and to tell us what you
want us to do about it.
This message brought to you by:

Fairfield University
ss

FUSA
Student Association
And remember you have the right to a fair housing lottery.
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Fool's Gold' is a bronze, at best

wealthy and murderous rapper, who goes by the
tasteful (but not really) name of Big Bunny D,
As old and soggy as the 300-year-old is also sure to play his part in creating the only
sunken treasure this mis- real conflict within the film.
Movie Review adventure surrounds,
Bunny D and his posse threaten the life of
"Fool's Gold" proved to Finn, and those who assist him, and deliver on
be a rehash of
the expected action
the unpopular
while providing a
film, "Into the
few battle scenes
Blue."
here and there.
Not even
Characters such
the A-list cast,
as Nigel Honeycomprised of
cutt (Sutherland)
stars Kate Hudand his daughter
son, Matthew
Gemma (Alexis
McConaughey
Dziepa), who parand Donald
allels our own beSutherland,
loved Paris Hilton,
could salvage
are fhtroduced in a
this modern
supplemental and
resuscitapointless subplot
tion of every Hudson and McConaughey don't strike gold: "Fool's Gold" that only provides
treasure-hunt- is a romantic comedy that flops this Valentine's season.
the audience with
turned-motionmore mind-numbpicture.
ing dialogue.
The exotic locales and the promising dynamNot to be confused with an Oscar-nominated
ic duo, which had an unforgettable chemistry in film, both Hudson and the all-too-commonly"How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days," unfortunately shirtless McConaughey showed some skin
left the audience of a mere dozen sighing in utter on screen. Additionally, the brief gun battles,
disappointment.
predictable kidnapping and acts of machismo
The popcorn flick casts McConaughey as Finn only added to the irritating redundancy of the
Finnegan, a beach bum whose only occupation is rescue-romance that most dramas and romandiving for ancient treasure while in the midst of tic comedies provide. Delivering a painfully
a divorce from his bubbly, female sidekick, Tess, predictable plotline with featureless adventure,
played by "Fool's Gold" left most scratching their heads at
j" Hudson.
the idea that they had just wasted 95 minutes of
^^^» "*V*> "^ ^v^
Once their valuable time.
their lifelong search for the Queen's Dowry
Incessantly unfunny (with cliched lines) and
seems close to its end, rest assured that an ad- not eventful by any stretch of the imagination,
dition of a superfluous, supporting cast running this movie offers strictly low-brow humor for
interference is quickly introduced.
anyone looking for something to pass the time
In a poor attempt to include pop culture, a on a Monday afternoon.
BY VANESSA GROSS
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Letter to the Editor:
Passionate video gamer
gets red over 'Orange' review
To the Editor:
In a recent issue
of The Mirror, a newly
added game review section caught my eye. I was delighted to
see a capable video game reviewer. It
seemed he had not fallen into the hypeo-meter style of evaluating games that
has plagued video game reviews for the
past couple of years. Although I agreed
with some of the reviewer's points on
many of the games he discussed, it is
lamentable that a certain game was
not given the justice it deserved. I am
dismayed at the review given to "The
Orange Box."
A student who deserves an 'A' but
gets an 'A-' hasn't received justice, and
a game that should have gotten a five
but got a 4.5 hasn't received justice as
well. A perfect score should only be
given to a game that has excelled in
its genre so much so that it sets a new
standard for game style.
"The Orange Box" does something
that most other games can't, and that is
to appeal to all game players. Whether
you are new to the series or a longtime
fan, "The Orange Box" is a merit to
its genre.
The game comes with five games
total: two games that were previously
released, the next episode in that series,
the revolutionary game, "Portal," and
"Team Fortress 2." The older releases

allow newcomers to catch up to the current state in the series. The newest game
in the series excels in the new game
elements it has introduced, while keeping the tried-and-true formula of the
rest of the series. "Portal" completely
blew away the video game community
with its innovative puzzle solving and
amazing writing.
"Team Fortress" satisfies as an
exemplar multiplayer game. I am in
consensus with the reviewer on all these
points, but his complaints about any
particular game were too short (such as
"Portal," but if you think about it, the
novelty would have worn off if it had
been longer), and his points about the
price aren't strong.
If you are new to the series, then
the $60 price tag shouldn't be a problem.
Fans won't mind paying the price again
for these games because they would
want to support the companies that
are making the games. If they would
rather go cheaper, you can get it on the
company's online store for $20 less.
If you want a particular game from
the "The Orange Box," you can pick and
choose on the same online service for
the games you only want to. purchase.
If that addresses your concerns, then I
am happy I wrote this, and if you have
anymore arguments, I would be content
to address those for you as well.
Sincerely,
• Ronny Nunez '09

Advertisement
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THE FLYING DISH COMMITS TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH

~ STAG CARDS WELCOME!

Energize your body with a Value-priced
all-natural meal starting as little as seven bucks*
Flying Dish Restaurant is a celebration of the world through food,
and now it's a celebration for Fairfield University students as well.
Please bring your active Fairfield U student ID card for dine in or take out, and receive 10% off
all of our menu items*, or place your express order online
with ourWeb-To-Go service at FlyingDish.com

Open Early+Open Late=Convenient
DON'T FORGET OUR
DINNER SPECIAL:

All-Natural Whole Rotisserie
Chicken Dinner w/ 2 Sides
SERVES UP TO 3 PERSONS

mm DISH

?°W HIRING
Fo r
n AH Shifts

FRESH, FUN & FAST7

P^P °ff your

WSupporting education in the community & at Fairfield University
Breakfast • Brunch • Lunch • Dinner ® Rotisserie & Express To Go • Happy Hour
1125 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06824 Tel: 203.259.3500 www.flyingdish.com
* Excludes alcohol purchases

AMPLE PARKING FRONT & REAR
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HE said / SHE said

Dan Stanczyk

Jackie Mautone

Valentine's Day: Keep it simple
Valentine's Day is the biggest hoax of all time. Screw
suffrage, this is women's
greatest accomplishment yet. They
picked an arbitrary day and said that
each year they won't put out unless
men pretend to care about them and
buy them all sorts of nonsense gifts.
It's truly femininity at its finest.
They even pawn it off like
it's a day to share with men — it
definitely isn't. I don't care if they
get us a gift too. There is no way
that what they get us compares
to the bracelets we get
them from Tiffany's. Men
get the reservations, pay
for the dinner and for
what? Sex.
Women pawn off
their bodies for forced
feelings and gifts from
their man. I don't know why they
even waste their time getting a gift.
You wanna know what's even
worse? Valentine's Day has become
such a colossal force that it makes
single guys feel guilty for not having
a woman in their life. They feel like
they have to get out there and find
someone other than their right hand
to be their valentine. Saying your
mom is your valentine is a little

played out. The worst are the guys
who ask girls out or propose on Valentine's Day. Talk about unoriginal
cliche losers.
This is a chocolate-infested,
fake holiday for couples who need
a day on the calendar to act like
they are romantic. Valentine's Day
is the execution of the fairy-tale
that women dream about constantly.
They've always wanted
things to be perfect with their
boyfriends/husbands, so
they play the part for
one evening.
Men could never pull off such a
feat. It is not that
we need a day to
be reminded that a
woman cares about
us anyway, but we would just give
in too easily. It's real simple for us:
The end justifies the means.
So, what if we have to go to
that extra mile one night of the
year? After we fulfill her fantasy,
by expressing feelings and being
romantic, she fulfills our fantasy in
bed, and then everything goes back
to normal the next day. For a hoax,
that's not a bad deal.

As I write this week's column, I'm
sitting on my couch watching
Soulmate Sunday on USA — an
all-day marathon of cheesy chick flicks
in anticipation of today, the infamous
Feb. 14.
Normally, this is the type of thing I
would despise, but believe it or not, I
actually like the idea of Valentine's Day.
In addition, "Blue Crush" and "Along
Came Polly" are two of the best sobad-they're-good movies ever made,
so you really can't go wrong.
So guys, how do you plan on
celebrating with your special
lady this year? Nice dinner?
Sure. Flowers? Couldn't
hurt. Candy? Obviously.
These are easy, simple and
foolproof ways to make it
out of V-Day alive.
There are, however, a cou
pie of ways you could completely screw
it up.
For instance, do not attempt some
elaborate, romantic gesture that involves skywriting, a boombox outside
of her bedroom window, or red and
white balloons to the ceiling. You are
not Matthew McConaughey, John Cusack, or my ex-boyfriend.
While you might think you are being thoughtful, what you are actually

This Week FUSA Presents...
B"8**^ ^raSv

^Hw

_^_L__

doing (besides trying really hard to get
laid) is fishing for compliments from
other girls so they'll think you are the
greatest boyfriend ever, and looking
for a pat on the back from your roommates.
Basically, your motivation is purely
self-centered and thus not at all in keeping with the spirit of this day of love.
You could forget the day entirely, but you'd have to have a
total of four brain cells to do that.
If you are too oblivious to notice
the reddish tint in CVS stores
% across America this time of
\ year, you should probably
^ spend the night alone
^^m anyway.
N
Whatever hapi&^^w pened to an equal oppor^P^ tunity Valentine's Day?
I miss the days when we
constructed our cut-and-paste mailboxes and went to the store to buy
some Looney Toons cards and Hershey's kisses for the entire class.
Patrick Ward of Mrs. McCloud's kindergarten class got it right back in the
day — a foil-wrapped chocolate rose
on my desk during snack time with a
Gem valentine attached.
You can't get much better (and
wonderfully cheesy) than that.

Career Corner
Thursday, Feb. 14

BUB SUB
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Thurs. Feb 14
8 put BCC LL

Analyst
Staff Accountant
Audit / Tax Internship
Sales Representative

Analytic Partners
Blum Shapiro & Co.
W.B. Mason Co., Inc.

Friday, Feb. 15
Kaplan Test Prep and Admissions
Covidien, Surgical Devices
Unilever
HSBC
BAE Systems

/ \A (A (A I
Enterprise Rent-a-Car
Bridgewater Associates, Inc.

Teach for Kaplan
Logistics Operations Intern
Internship: IT Intern-Undergraduate
Internship: IT Infrastructure Analyst
Commercial Banking Trainee
Entry Level Software Dev, Engineer
Entry Level Integrated Systems Engineer
Tuesday, Feb. 26
Management Trainee
Internship: Management Trainee Intern
Portfolio Accountant

Career Planning Center Presents...

4 York Island

"Living What You Learned"
7:00 - 8:00p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 19
"Social Science at Work"
6:00 - 8:00p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 26
**Presentations will be held in the Kelley Center Presentation Room
**Fairfield University alumni available to share their perspectives and experiences

Employer'Presentation
Peace Corps
Wednesday, Feb. 20
CJP Communications
Thursday, Feb. 21
*Presentations will be held in Kelley Center Presentation Room from 5:00-6:30p.m.

Ptami|ig^Drr^-itiHours'
Do you have a quick question??? Want your resume reviewed...
Drop by the Career Planning Center in the Kelley Center
Fridays from 1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

COFFEE BREAK

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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What are your plans for
Valentine's Day?

by Anastasia Alimaras

'7 /W<? # special date with Ben & Jerry,
because those are the only two men you
can rely on. "
— Laura DeFrancesco '08
*>**:
»

w*?
»-«■"*'

"Going to see my boyfriend!"
- Maeghan McLoughlin '08

"I will be hanging out with
my 12-pack."
"I'm going to the Stujf-aFriend in the BCC, then
going to a local restaurant
with my boyfriend."

- Sean MeGonigle '08

?9

% m,

- Kathleen Hurley '10

"I will be sitting in the Pepsi-Co
theater with the wonderful Jon
Leiseth."

"Probably going to class, doing my
homework and going to sleep. You
know, the usual."

— Kristen Edwards' 11

— Kai Robinson ' 11
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ONE
OFF FREE

%

ANY REGULARLY PRICED
PACKAGE/MEMBERSHIP
OR FULL-SIZED
LOTION BOTTLE.

Excludes lotion of the month/EFT's. No sharing ol
packages/memberships. Cannot be combined with any
other olfers.
© 2007 Beach Bum Tanning

ONEWEEK

FREE
TANNING

WITH PURCASE OF
SINGLE SESSION.
(New Customers Only)
Consecutive day tanning. One tan per day. •
No sharing of packages/memberships. Cannot he
combined with any other offer. Limit one coupon
per customer..
© 2007 Beach Bum Tanning

PLATINUM TAN
with lotion
packette purchase.
Must show photo I.D. Consecutive day tanning.
One tan per day. No sharing of packages/membership
Cannot be combined with any other offer. Limit one
coupon per customer.
© 2007 Beach Bum Tanning

SUNLESS TANS

2

FOR
$

20

Excludes Airbrush Tanning. Coupon applies to Sunless
Tans only. Excludes all other Titanium equipment.
All sessions expire after 30 days. No sharing of
packages/memberships. Cannot be combined with
any other offers. Manhattan prices slightly higher.
Limit one coupon per customer. Surcharges apply.

GRAND OPENING
o-school,
|y mud _pJ.dMJ_p 2i >eautiful tan.
ardrobe
/LJiJ JJB2J.CJ DllC}^

_>

Beach Bum Tanning

FAIRFIELD
1330 Post Road

(203)292-6888
Open 7 days a week • 9 am 'til midnight

TANNING SUNDAYS
See store for details.

RECEIVE A FREE TAN
WHEN YOU REFER A FRIEND.

COMING SOON!
AIRBRUSH TANNING & AIRBRUSH TATTOOS!

See store for details.

FAIRFIELD STAG
CARDS ACCEPTED

1 888 SUN TANN
beachbumtanning.com
l
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College Crossword
by Joshua O'Connell

V-Day Messages
ACROSS

t

1, mseces be!%««# larvae and adult
6. 'SB RepvM«m wee presidential

M

candidate
10. Sfick spokesperson
prop for 'Sail man'
dragon's tome, perhaps
v$e of a raja

23. printing term for bigger spaces
24. mads erf ahmtirajm, perhaps
25. pants messuremeftJ
27, Atlanta basefeal seam
31. gi»g a false impression
33. vwterstcritns
34. one who tosses something
fi«fo* alternative
38. bewwei
39, completed again
43, one'rtc uses cash
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PUZZLE #2 - MEDIUM

4S

4^|

43

•x

40

A NtJMBHR
LOGIC PUZZLE

PUZZtEM • EASY

6

35

*

Minor

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square,

32

46, no! mean
47. drink

4

8

S1

9

8

«5

9

m

5

"

58, Sasi step ijefef© humans, itrnw
thin*
52, ehai dfean-up device
53, cervy teter
54, spnish fciusasd
55, sas^y heart sayir*g

4,100
5, poseurs
6, Bffldpport concert hal!
7, HBC show namesake
8,f^KOlsoup
9, give a iaste beforehand

62, owergd wslh ftezen water

1&teafld„

64. part oC a fool
65. regular
66. erg. that broagirt cwrtries
together {abbrev4
S7, fewer VPAI •
68. Inferno namesake

11 sal type
12, faw selves
13, candy heart saytag
21. eorripass direcfers
22. ga.ih
2S, peaceful
27. not sis'

76. racial insult
71, selected

28. Eminem's musfcal slvfe

56. orgasite eampaund
57, v«jy light own

iaqwletW

31,feelin§sFsaM«ten
32. aetsrs get a&sorteJ in one
35. surfer sayirf: *__ tot*

58. ie sooner fee hmm (aSftHsr.)
59, litjfefc! (slang)
§0. Soap rarly name
61 wfetef ntewyrt toy
i3.adfeer:..ifemate«ter

2,2002 Wirtsr Olympics locate
3,

/UDOKU

2»

»
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33
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n?!aM Cett ^uage$
elevate? name
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37, after an activiy
40, torn ijftfeg
41 water's foftf sfte
42 Cwb Sccut "pack*
45. red sWn wtatet
47. candy heart $ayir»a
48. numerous of a particular
f«a!e
49. pecpte wt» park cats
51 not ge«iise, but i seams like tt
53. ootortess, higMy infemmarie
Squid

8

6

4

PUZZLE #3 -HMD

9
5

2
3
7

8
7

1
6

5
9 4
8 4

PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FRIEZE

5 7
4 6
5
3
1
4

3
9

9
1

a
9

3
6

4 2 5 1
2
8
1
4
1
9
6
3
7
9
1
7
2
4
2
7
9
6 2 4 3
1

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fafrfieJdmirror.com

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers atwww.fairfiefdmirror.com

Peace Corps will be on campus February 20.
Come learn more and meet a recruiter
and former Peace Corps Volunteer.

Peace Corps Presentation
Hours:
Sunday through Thursday

11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

11 a.m. - midnight

Wednesday, February 20 from 6pm-7pm
Kelley Center Presentation Room
Peace Corps volunteers work in 74 countries.
To date, 135 Fairfield University grads have
served in the Peace Corps.

?

coi.

Sodexho

Seniors Apply Now!
The application process takes
8-12 months to complete.
www.peacecorps.gov

Campus Services

Accounting Majors
Master of Science in Accounting and Taxation
Earn the extra hours you need for the CPA Certificate
Earn your MS degree in as few as seven months*** or at your own pace
Choose between a concentration in Financial and Assurance Services or Taxation

kate spade

♦ A program of study designed for you co achieve your professional goals

See clearly. Look amazing.

♦ No-Hassle services—receive books, parking pass, and e-mail account right

♦ Full-time resident faculty and advising services
♦ Classes held on our scenic and convenient West Hartford campus
♦ Classes offered in a variety of delivery modes to suit your needs
at the Barney School the first week of class. No running around campus.

Glance
>v yr—optical

1499 Post Road / Fairfield, CT 06824 203.254.0042
1101 High Ridge Road / Stamford, CT 06905 203.322.2265

www.glancect.com

Student discount 15%

♦ Tuition includes all books and fees

_

To apply or get further information:
-fmii'i msar(rt>Iia rtford.edu

eh http://barn<

phone 860.768.4343

Barney School of Business
200 Bloomfield Avenue
West Hartford, CT 06117

UNIVERSITY
OF HARTFORD
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Mirror Sports 3x5
Valentine's Day Edition

The Questions
1. With no more football on
TV, how do you spend your
time?

Want to be in 3x5? Tell us why: mirrorsports@gmail.com
Advertisement

Fairneld University
Charles R Dolan School of Business
Do you want to advance in the Accounting field?
Fairfield University's MS in Accounting
will help you achieve that goal!
INQUIRE at Fairfield University...
START June 2,2008 ...
APPLY by April 30, 2008...
\ GRADUATE in May 2009!

A career in Accounting awaits you!
One Year, Full-Time Cohort Program
• Ideal program for Accounting majors
• 150 credits with accelerated, full-time degree completion in one year
• CPA Test Prep Course available
• Faculty with exceptional academic and professional credentials
• Personal attention and advising for every student
• Scholarships available

Let us help you get started today!
Call Marianne Gumpper at
203-254-4000, Ext. 2908
E-Mail: mgumpper@mail.fairfield.edu
Visit: www.fairfield.edu/msaccfu

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
Fairfield, Connecticut
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Progress Street Crew': Same game, new level

Coach Joe Frager.
Wrice is averaging 16.9 points per game,
It's easy to tell that Sabra Wrice '08 and leading Fairfield, while Lowenthal is second,
Baendu Lowenthal '09 are close friends just averaging 14.3 points per game.
by watching them interact. Sitting up on a
Success is nothing new for these old
stage giving a press conference, they give friends. Wrice and Lowenthal have joined
each other furtive glances and giggle over the forces on the court since middle school, when
questions and each other's answers.
their friendship grew as a result of being
Their close relationship has been a key neighbors as well.
reason for the women's basketball team's suc"Baendu's mother and I grew up tocess the past few seasons and especially this gether," said Terri Wrice, Sabra's mother.
year's 17-7 overall, 7-6 MAAC record.
"When they moved back to Riverside, it just
"It's really no secret around the league seemed like a natural thing. We lived next
that they are our one-two punch," said Head door to each other, and our children liked the
same things. So, we went from
her mother and I being friends to
the families being friends."
The children from both
families became close companions, and Sabra and Baendu's
relationship grew.
"Everybody always used
to come over and hang, out so
we just called ourselves the
Progress Street Crew," said
Lowenthal. "We had a little
basketball court, and we drew
everybody's names on there; it
was silly."
The families were soon
inseparable.
"Baendu and Sabra were
together every day," said Kahleelah Lowenthal, Baendu's
mother. "Their day started by
calling each other to make
sure they were up for the day.
They spent most of their time
in school together, except for
classes. It got to the point where
Baendu was over Sabra's house
so
often that she was asked not
Very nice, Sabra Wrice: Once neighbors, Wrice '08
to knock on the door, to just
and Lowenthal '09 are a 'one-two punch' on the court.
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

come in.
"Along with Baendu's and Sabra's siblings, they named themselves the Progress
Street Crew," said Kahleelah Lowenthal.
"They hung out, made homemade videos,
played video games, played sports and helped
perform those dreaded chores together."
Both players experienced stellar high
school careers, with Wrice scoring 2,014
points and Lowenthal scoring 1,680 points
at Riverside.
"They were so focused in Sabra's senior
year," saidTobin Wrice, Sabra's father. "They
worked out every day before the season; they
made their own workout schedule and stuck
to it. They were determined to win. They
would, at times, dress with the same colors on
not knowing it until they saw each other."
"Mrs. Wrice and I were always excited
about watching our daughters play basketball together," said Kahleelah Lowenthal.
"They were so in tune with each other that
they always knew where they were positioned on the court. This connection led
their high school basketball team to the State
Championships."
That connection has again benefitted
them in college, although the decision to
attend Fairfield was reached separately
by both.
"I didn't want to pressure her," said
Wrice. "Four years is a long decision, and
I didn't want her to have any regrets about
college. I told her about my experience here
freshman year, and I left it to her to make a
decision. Whatever choice she made, I would
have been happy for her. I wanted it to be her
decision, not mine."
"The more you're with somebody and
the more you play with somebody, you know
where they're going to be and you know
what they are going to do," said Lowenthal.
"It's just this connection that we have from

Familiar name heads Frager's recruiting class
BY DAN STANCZYK

The top recruit for the women's basketball team next season bears a household name to fans of college athletics.
Sarah Paulus, the headliner of Joe
Frager's first recruiting class as the head
coach, will become the seventh sibling in
her family to play a college-level sport.
From Christian Brothers Academy in
Syracuse, N.Y., Paulus averaged 13.8
points per game and led her team with
117 assists last season as a junior.
"The thing about Sarah is that she's a
basketball kid," said Frager. "She shoots
the ball well and sees the floor well."
Paulus is last in the long line of
notable athletes in her family. Her four
oldest brothers all attended Georgetown
on football scholarships. Her fifth brother,
Greg, is currently a junior at Duke, where
he is the starting point guard for the No.
2-ranked team in the country. Her closest
brother in age, Michael, is a freshman
quarterback at North Carolina.
"We're a competitive family," said
Sarah. "We're pretty close, and we all
support each other."
Sarah, much like her brother Greg, is
a pass-first point guard who has the ability to score. In fact, in describing Sarah,
Greg said he could not help but notice
their similarities.
"She plays up-tempo," he said.
"She's at her best when she's in transition,
has space, and can use her vision. Sounds
a lot like me, doesn't it?"
Sarah and Greg have formed a
special brother-sister relationship as the
only two of their siblings to focus on
basketball.
"It definitely bonded us in a way,"
Sarah said. "Greg's just one of those

people you can talk to about anything."
Their relationship has grown over
the last couple of years as they spent a
lot of time together before Greg went
to college. Now, when he comes home,
they go to the gym together and work on
different drills to improve both of their
games. Greg made it a point to help Sarah
any way that he could throughout her
recruiting process because he had been
through it himself.
The recruiting process had its ups and
downs for Sarah, but she said she is happy
with the decision she made.
"At times the recruiting process was
stressful, but when I found a place I liked,
it was fun," she said.
Sarah chose Fairfield over Holy
Cross and MAAC rival Marist.
"The school [Fairfield] is gorgeous,"
she said. "I just felt at home."
While Sarah is known for being selfless on the court, it is her generosity off
the court that sticks out the most.
"Sarah is the nicest person you'll

ever meet," said Greg. "She'll go out of
her way for anybody."
However, Sarah said she is able, to
leave that demeanor on the sidelines.
"For me, you be the best person you
can be off the court," said Sarah. "And
then on the court, the competitive juices
just kick in."
Greg said her family situation helped
her fiery play on the court.
"Growing up in a competitive family, you're going to get that toughness,"
said Greg.
Sarah will attend classes at Fairfield
this summer to get a head start on her academics. She plans on majoring in either
education or communications.
Frager, heralded as a top recruiter,
made a big splash in signing her, and
Sarah said she intends to make an equally
big splash on the court right away.
"She'll be given the opportunity to
compete for significant minutes right
away," said Frager. "What better person
to have as your first recruit."
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Family bonds: Recruit Sarah Paulus continues her family's collegiate tradition.

Elyse RabyA

Can do, Baendu: Lowenthal '09 and
Wrice '08 have been friends since middle
school.

playing so long."
This season, they have had to face the
team's best defenders, often while being
double-teamed.
"I think the fact that, in spite of all that
[the extra pressure], they are still able to put
up very good numbers, that says a lot about
how competitive they are," said Frager. "I
think the fact that they played together previously in high school [is] a real edge. "Anytime you've got that familiarity with playing
together, that's going to carry over."

Energy, defense give
men's basketball the edge
CONTINUED FROM P.
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weekend of games, Cooley said he remains optimistic.
He said that the team's emphasis on defense means that
the Stags can compete with anyone in the conference.
"It all starts on defense — it's that energy," Cooley
said. "Anything we can do to get energy points, or extra
points, or effort points."
Cooley added that the prospect of playing the underdog
role in the coming weeks does
not faze him or his youthful
lineup.
"I think our [energy] really
sends a message," said Cooley.
"You don't always have to be
the most talented team to comO'SULLIVAN
pete in games."
Fairfield's recent surge
began last Friday night against Manhattan. Despite
a lackluster effort early in the contest, the Stags
overcame a 12-point, second-half deficit in only
five minutes to secure a thrilling 66-61 win over the
Jaspers.
A few days later, Fairfield erased a six-point Iona
lead in the second-half and put away Iona, 68-59.
The victory stretched the team's season-high winning
streak to three games.
Cooley was quick to attribute recent success to
increased production from the bench, especially the
veterans.
"We have about five or six games left in our career," Marty O'Sullivan '08 said. "The only thing on
my mind is to keep winning and keep that going."
However, it is possible that the true cause for the
turnaround is that the young roster is finally buying
into the unselfish, team-oriented approach that Cooley
has preached from the start of the season.
"I think we are really starting to come together
as a team," O'Sullivan said.
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Super Nero: Greg Nero '10 shoots a free throw against lona Sunday at the Arena at Harbor Yard. The Stags won their third-straight game, conning back in the second half to secure
the victory. Fairfield improved to 10-14 overall and moved into sixth place in the MAAC, with an 8-6 record. Nero scored six points and grabbed four rebounds in the win.

Mamadou's return carries Stags to wins
TOM CLEARY
MIRROR SPORTS
EDITOR

Men's basketball senior Mamadou Diakhate
has "it." He has what Head
Coach Ed Cooley has been
missing since Diakhate was
sidelined with a concussion on
Nov. 28 at St. Francis.
Two games prior to the
injury, Diakhate scored 12
points in the Stags' win against
Sacred Heart, improving their
record to 3-2 overall.
"Mamadou has it," said
Cooley. "No one has defined it
in sports yet. It is an intangible
that every coach loves and if
you can define it, let me know,
because I'll buy stock in it."
Without Diakhate in the
lineup, Fairfield lost the next
five games of the season. The
team record dropped to 8-14
before his return to action on
Friday night at Manhattan.
Diakhate helped lead the
Stags to two victories over
the weekend, and they improved to 10-14 overall (8-6
MAAC).
Despite playing just seven
minutes and scoring only three
points, Diakhate played a
major role in the Stags' 66-61
victory over the Jaspers.
Trailing 47-35, Cooley
brought Diakhate off the bench
for his first action in over two
months, and he immediately
made an impact.
He played Devin Austin
tight, waving his hands in
Austin's face. Austin started to
drive, throwing his elbow into

J

Men's basketball to head into tough
matchups against Rider and Marist

The brief break did not
Diakhate's face in the process.
As Diakhate flopped to the faze Diakhate, who came back
ground, the referee blew his to seal the game with a steal.
Diakhate stole the ball,
whistle and called an offenBY KEITH CONNORS
sive foul, giving the Stags the drove the length of the court
and was intentionally fouled
ball back.
Three weeks from now, the men's
From there, Fairfield went by lona, giving the Stags two
basketball team will travel north to
on a 21 -4 run to take control of points and the ball back.
Albany, N.Y., for the MAAC tournaThe Stags have enjoyed
the game and secure a major
ment, an opportunity for the Stags to
having Diakhate back on the
win.
challenge the premier teams in the
"That was the play of the floor, as he provides an energy
conference.
game — once he came in, he that is rare among basketball
But they'll get an earlier chance
players.
He
constantly
smiles,
really gave us a lot of energy,"
to vie for MAAC supremacy.
said Cooley. "When he is on claps and encourages his teamThis coming weekend, the Stags
the floor, we play with a dif- mates while playing in-yourplay host to Rider and Marist, who are
ferent level of toughness and face defense to shut down the
currently first and third, respectively,
opposition.
understanding."
"Mamadou, man. When
in the MAAC.
Cooley gave Diakhate more
If ever there was an opportunity
playing time, 16 minutes, against he plays me in practice, I get
for an unpredictable team to break
lona on Sunday, and his impact frustrated," said Herbie Allen
the trend and assert themselves as a
'08. "He brings toughness to the
was felt heavily once again.
legitimate threat in the MAAC, then
Again the momentum team; we definitely need him."
this may very well be that
swung to the
chance.
Stags as DiConsecutive comeakhate stole the
back victories and an
ball on his first
impressive road victory
defensive posagainst Niagara have prosession in the
vided the Stags with a rare
game.
attribute: confidence.
Fairfield
"This [streak] was
went on a 6-0
big for a lot of reasons,"
run to tie the
Cooley said. "I think that
game at 45. It
we are a very good road
then began to
team, and we need to bring
pull away, takthat same energy to our
ing a 60-55
home base."
lead with 3:32
During a silent moremaining in the
ment in the final 10 mingame.
utes of the second half,
He went to
Cooley yelled to the crowd
the bench for
to wake up and make
a few minutes
noise.
to change his
Cooley said that he
blood-stained
is
hoping
for more supshorts, the reJon Ollwerther/The Mirror
sult of a col- Do the Mamadou: Mamadou Diakhate '08 returned to play port from the crowd this
weekend.
lision with an this weekend after a prolonged absence due to a concus"Coming down the
sion.
He
has
helped
the
Stags
to
three
consecutive
wins.
lona player.

stretch, we want to be playing our
best basketball, which I think we are,"
said Cooley.
Based on Cooley's qualifications,
the time may be right for Fairfield to
confront the daunting task of facing
Rider and Marist in the same weekend.
On Saturday, Fairfield will tipoff against Rider, the top team in the
conference. Despite a recent loss to
Siena at home, Head Coach Tommy
Dempsey and the Broncs have looked
nearly unbeatable over the past month
of conference play.
Prior to its most recent game,
Rider had won 10 consecutive contests
and did so in dominant fashion. The
win streak featured an average victory
margin of 13.5 points.
Senior Jason Thompson, a 6-foot11-inch NBA prospect, is the leading
threat for the Broncs.
Like most teams with a single
dominant player, Rider is at its best
when Thompson is at his best. This
season, the Broncs have won nine
of 12 conference games, in which
Thompson has scored at least 18
points per game.
Even after Rider leaves town,
things do not get much easier for
Fairfield. Two days later, a highly talented Marist team comes for a President's Day matchup at Harbor Yard.
On Jan. 13, the Stags lost to
the Red Foxes, 77-70. At the time,
Fairfield was struggling mightily,
having lost eight of 11 heading into
the game.
Even in the face on an imposing

SEE "ENERGY" ON P.
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